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Holland City News.
VOL. Y.-NO. 46. HOLLAND, MICIL, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1876. WHOLE NO. 254.
$hc Yiolkul (Uity iUu’5.
TNOESBURG. J. 0., Dealer In Drugs and Medl-
1/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy-
sician’s prescriptions carelully put up; Eighth st.
Q CUOUTKN. R. A. City Physician. Office at D.
O It. Meengs’ Drug store, 8ih Street.
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPEE, Vf EENgS, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
Jl Iclnes, Fancy Goode, Toilet Articles and Pcr-
PUBLIBHED EVERY SATURDAY AT Turneries, Eighth street.
SOLUS cin, - - HUM,
OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’8 BLOCK.
yAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medl-
V clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Bero’s Family Medicines; River Bt.
0. J. EOESBUBQ, Editor and Publisher,
sms or SUBSCBIPTIOIL— 12.00 per year In advance. See advertisement.
Saddlin.
I TAUPELL, U., Manufacturer of anddealerln
V Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
Sewing Machine*.
17 ANTER8, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle-
gan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing Ma-
chine.” Dealers In needles and attachments.
Stavei, Weed, Bark, Itc.
JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for ilrst insertion, and 2.’) cents for each subse-
quent Insertion for any period under three
months.
1 3 m. 1 6 m. I 1 y.
1 Square ............... 3 50 5 00 8 00
2 “ .................. 5 On 8 00 10 003 “ ................ 8 00 10 00 17 00
U Column .................. 10 00 17 00 25 00
17 00 25 00 40 00
1 “ ......... ! ....... 25 00 40 (10 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
* An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two Z Z sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
, if All advertising bills collectable quarterly
Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore &. R.
Dry Coeds.
ERTSCH, D. General dealer In Dry
Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River streets.
FanUnre.
Af EYER H-.J^CO., Dealers In all kinds of Fur-M niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
TA EIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers in
lU Furniture* Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
Qrocerlei.
TALIETSTRA, A.. Groceries and Supplies; a
F ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Eignth and Market st.
TrE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store;
L a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop In rear of Store; Eighth street.
Oe&eral Dealen.
lAUIIRSEMA J. * CO., Dealers in Dry Goods,
lJ Groceries, Crockery. Glassware. Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed ; River street.
rpR ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
A Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
17 ANTERS. R., Dealer In Staves. Wood and
l\ Bark; office at his residence, Eighth streol.
Tobacco end Cigars.
'T'E HOLLER. G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
1 Cigars, Snnff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watchee and Jewelry.
1 OSLIN * BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
•J and dealers in Fancy Goods ; Kenyon’s Block
River Street.
special iloticcD.
I. 0- of 0- F.
Holland City Lodge. No 192. Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
R. A. ScnoiTEN. N. G.
P. SCURAVESANDE. R. H.
I keep a large stock of Live Geese
Feathers by the pound or made up in pil-
lows and beds. Also Carpets— all qualties-
cheap.
41-flw . 8. REIDSEMA.
Taken Effect, Sunday, November 26, 1876.
Leave
Train*. Holland.
Grand Rapids. |5.15 a. m.t« ti k it
it it
it ii • 3.10 p. m.(I ia
Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. * 5.40 a. ni.“ “ p. m.it 4.10‘‘“
New Buffalo &










f 4.00 “ “
• Dully except Monday,
t Mixed trains.
X Daily except Sunday and Monday.
IST Leave Holland for Gr. Rapids 1.15 a. m.
Sundays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
Urae, which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern £. R.
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1875.
ffAN PUTTEN G., General Dealers. In Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Huts and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
VITELTON * AKELY, General Dealers in Dry
v v Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Flour and Feed.,
Provisions, etc. River street.
flour aad feed.
/~U)LEMAN Wm. & CO., Dealer in Flour and
\J Groceries, In Slooter’s Brick Building.— See
Advertisement.
Hardware.
1TAN DER VEEN, E., Dealer In General Hard-
V ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
yAN LANDEGEND * MELIS, Dealets in
V Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
Hoteli.
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor
x\. First-class accommodation. Free Buss to and
firm the Trains. Eighth street.
/~1ITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindeuhoitt, Proprietor.
V' Built in 1873; Furnished inelegant style, and
a first-class hotel throughout.
OHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicar Proprietor:
i opposite theC. A M. L. S. R. R. Depot; good
accommodation; building and furniture new.
F. k A. M.
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodge,
No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan.
24, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
J. S. Burns, W. M.
J. O. Doksburo, Sec'u.
A full stock of Holliday Goods. All
kinds of Toy Chairs, Toy Cradles and
Tables, Toy Carts— all sorts— too numer
ous to mention. Give us a call. All
goods cheap.41-6w S. REIDSEMA.
For Sale at a Bargain,
A pair of work horses. Inquire of42-2w M. D. HOWARD.
A well selected stock of all kinds of
Furniture, Wall Paper and Shades at
greatly reduced prices for cash.
41-6w ' S. REIDSEMA.
I keep constantly on hand a full assort-
ment from the cheapest Coffin to the finest
41-6 w . S. REIDSEMA. ^
FROM GR’ND RAPIDS TO GR'ND RAPIDS.
Expreas. Mail. STATIONS. Express. Mail.
p. «. A. M. A. M. P. M.
4 15 7 30 Grand Rapida. 10 10 7 10
4 32 7 44 Grandville. 9 55 6 55
5 45 8 20 Allegan. 8 45 5 45
6 1! 9 41 Otsego. |8 10 5 18
6 19 9 19 Plainwell 8 07 5 10
6 35 9 85 Cooper. 7 36 4 45
6 50 9 50 Kalamazoo. 7 35 4 40
P.M. A. M. A.M. P.M.
8 30 11 30 White Pigeon. 5 50 3 U5
AM. P.M. P.M. A.M.
6.00 6 30 Chicago. 10 40 8 50
A M. P.M. P.M. A.M.
2 40 5 00 Toledo. 11 55 8 30
A. M. r. m. P.M. A.M
7 05 9 30 Cleveland. 7 40 3 40
P. M A.M. P.M. P.M.
1 15 4 05 Buffalo. 12 10 7 55
Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Taken Effect, Monday, May 29, 1876.
Livery and Sale Stablei.
T)OONE A ALBERTI. Liven- and Sale Stable.
D Office and barn on Market street. Everything
Urst-clasH.
VTIBBELINK, J. IL, Livery and Sale Stable;
ll Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Wagoumakei and Blackiaithi.
T'VIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
Y J Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. River Street.
pLIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
r Horse Shoeing and all kind! of repairing
pone. Cash paid for Furs.
Merchant Tailori
IbOSMAN, J. W„ Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
D In ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish-
ing Goods.
ATTENTION!
To those who have bet Hals on election.
D. Bertsch is the place to get them cheap.
He keeps the best assortment in this city.
You can get anything in the line of
Gloves and Mittens at D. Bertsch’s.
Holloway’s Pills.— In all crowded
cities, Malaria and fogs are breathed over
and over again, till the strongest lungs are
incapable of producing pure blood, hence
the sluggishness of mind and body, the
weariness and irritability of many persons
during this season of the year. These
medicines neutralize these impurities and
give vigor to the head, heart and stom-
ach. 25 cents per box or pot.
Something New for the Ladies.
Doing Morth.
No. 4 No. 2
p.m. p. m.
8 20 12 15
7 45 11 45
7 40 11 40
« 50 11 11
5 45 10 85
5 17 10 15










No. 8 No. 1
p. m. a. m.
2 00 8 00
2 30 8 50
2 40 9 00
8 18 9 50
3 55 11 15
4 12 11 45
5 00 1 15
gusincjsss Jlitertoni.
Attor&eyi.
I TOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
II Notary Public; River street.
VfcBRIDE, O. W., Attorney at Law and Sollcl-
lYl tor in Chancery; office with M. D. How-
ard, cor. Eighth and River streeta.
DHKKBURNK, S. W., Blundon, Mich., Attorney
ij at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Office In the Village of Zoolund at the Store of A.
Bolks A Bros.
rPEN EYCK. J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
A Agent. Office in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
River street.
Bakeries,
pKSSINK.O. J. A. Proprletror ofOIty Bakerv;
ii .Infection ary and cigars; Refreshments In
this line served on call: Eighth street.
Basking and Exchange.
IT EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
RWonitreet g^011^ ant* 8°14-; • cor. Eighth and___ _ __
. Booki and Stationery.
TT’ ANTERS, L. T. Dealer In Books, Station-
T°-V'' UPP0S'“-'
Bpoti and Shoet.
TrEROLD, K., Mannfactnrer of and denier In
Eighth street"^ ah00',, Luathep- Ending*, etc.;
Dentist.
/-IKE D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence, a
\ J office on Eighth street, opposite Bahker
van Raalte.
Drugt and kedicisei.
lea, Paiuta and Oila, Ac. Eighth street.
VT’ORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth pnrehas-
V ed elsewhere, will he ontto order. Reoalrlug
promptly attended to. River street.
Meat Market!.
TkUTKAU W., New Meat Market, near corner
O Eighth and Fish Street All kinds of sau-
sages constantly on hand,
TT'LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market: best of
IV Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
T7UITE, J.. Denier In all kinds of meats and
l\ vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
\7AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Mtnufictories, Milli, Bhopi, Etc.
TVEMING, W. H., Mannfactnrer of Plows, By
YJ improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr ees than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
TTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of andDealerin
1 1 Agricultnral Implements : commission agent
for Mowing Machines- cor. 10th A River street.
pAUELfl. VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
I of Ftvgger Mill*: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
VrERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
v Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
TI7ILMS P. H.. Mannfactnrer of Farm Pumps,
i. j AJ'J'todsof wood turning and sawing on
hand and done to order. River street.
MoUrv PuUici
r)0ST, HENRY D. Real Estate and Insurance
I Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col-
lections made In Holland and vlelnltr.




A NNIS. T. E.. Physician; residence, opposite
i\. 8. W. cor. Pnbilc Square.
J EDEBOFjR. B. Physlchin^and Snrgc'on: Office
public square.
\f ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
iv| over E. Hebold’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.
The Ladies of Holland and vicinity are
invited to cull at L. & S. Van den Berge’s
Millinery and Fancy Store and examine
the new and delightful perfume called Per-
fection. Nothing like it has ever been
offered for sale ia this city. Come and
see it, and while you are there do not lail to
examine the balance of our Trimmed Hats,
which will be sold at 25 per cent, less than
regular prices.
L. & 8. VAN DEN BERGE,
44-3tn Sole Agents for Holland, Mich.
-- -
I keep a large assortment of Boy’s
Weighs and Hobby-horses and sell them
cheap.41-6w S. REIDSEMA.
Call at L. T. Ranters for holday goods,
such as Albums, Toys, Wine Setts, Toilet
Setts, and many more articles too numer-
ous to mention. Prices from 1 cent to
$10 00. Be sure and come this week, be-
fore the best is picked out.
L. T. RANTERS.
------- ---
For holiday goods, such as clouds and
other beautiful woolen goods, suitable for
Christmas and New Years’ presents, gO to
P. & A. 8TERETEE.
-- ---
For a full line of Canned Goods, such
as Peaches, Pears, Corn, Lobsters, etc. etc.,
call and examine our stock and prices.
P. & A. STEKETEE.
All owing the late firm of J. M. Keidse-
ma «fc Son are hereby requested to come
and settle at jonce with me and save costs.
41 -6w 8. REIDSEMA.
Holloway’s Pills— are a sure remedy
for all sexual complaints and may he tak-
en by females of all ages, who are suffer-
ing from a disorganized system or those
distressing diseases in particular which
frequently occur (from inattention at the
turn of life.) They are so mild lhat the
most delicate female may take them with
perfect safety. 25 ceuls per box or pot.- ----- --
Just received Moody and Sankey Hymn
Books, or Sacred Songs at ,
L. T. RANfERS.
A Bad Year in the Lake Carrying Trade.
The navigation season of 1876 is closed
and will long be remembered by those en-
gaged in transportation business as the
mn*t unprofitable and unsatisfactory lhat
has ever been known in this country. In
former years there have been some weeks
or months of great prostration, and a few
very dull entire seasons have been exper-
ienced. But taking into accountthe whole
transportation business of 1876, it is with-
out parallel for utter stagnation. In pre-
vious years dulness has been chiefly due
to the failure of crops at the West, or a
very light foreign movement. But this
season the crops have been abundant, and
the foreign demand has heeu at least fair,
and large quantities of property have been
transported. The shipments from the six
principal lake ports from January 1st to
November 18th this year were 120,128,809
bushels, in the same months of 1875 they
were 112,152,847 bushels, and 187.640,927
bushels in 1874. The receipts of grain at
the seven principal seaboard ports, namely
Montreal, Portland, Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and New Orleans,
up to November 11 aggregate 143,009,307
bushels; iu 1875 they were 119.226,015
bushels, and 125,167,719 bushels in 1874.
From these statements it is evident that
there has been no decline iu the movement
of grain from the interior to the seaboard.
On the contrary, there has been an in-
crease.
But this is really the most discouraging
feature of the depression in the transpor-
tation business of 1876. It shows that the
tonnage of the country is in excess of the
demand. The bad effects of tiffs prostra-
tion, however, would have heeu less disas-
trous had it not been for the suicidal ac-
tion of the railways in cutting down rates
below'the actual cost of doing the work.
The managers declare that the present
war grew out of the quarrel over different
rales to Baltimore and Philadelphia; hut
many well informed people believe that
tiffs contest between the trunk railway is
only a part of a policy agreed upon to
destroy the vessel interests, and that when
this object is fully accomplished there will
be an end of the railway wars.
Be this as it may, the effect of the terri-
ble struggle and the extremely low freights
resulting from it, has been to divert ship,
meuts from the water routes to the rails.
This has cutoff the business so greatly
needed by the vessel-owners in order to
keep freights at paying figures. During this
entire season freights have been so low
that no builder will have the temerity to
replace with new vessels those lost or
broken up.
But the lake and canal men are not the
only ones that have suffered from the rail-
wav war.
The railway companies themselves are
large losers by the operation, notwithstand-
ing their statement to the contrary.— Zto/a-
lo Commercial.- *•- 
A Terrific Fight.
Frank Buckland, having witnessed the
rare spectacle of a combat between a
mouse and a scorpion gives in Land and
Water the following description of the
fight:
"The mouse having been dropped into
the jar containing the scorpion, the battle
at once commenced by the scorpion as-
suming the offensive. He made a lunge
with his sting and struck the mouse.
This woke up the mouse, who began to
jump up and down like jack in the box.
When he became quiet, the scorpion again
attacked the enemy, with bis claws ex-
tended like the pictures of the scorpion in
‘The Signs of the Zodiac.’ He made
another shot at the mouse, hut missed
him. I then called ‘Time!’ to give boih
combatants a rest. When the mouse had
got his wind, I stirred up the scorpion
once more, and, as ‘fancy’ say, ‘ho came
up smiling. ’ The mouse during the inter-
val had evidently made up his mind that
he would have to fight, and not strike his
colors to a scorpion ns he would to a cat.
When, therefore, the scorpion oame within
range, the mouse gave a squeak and bit
him on the hack; the scorpion at the same
moment planted his sling well between
the mouse’s cars on the top of his head.
The scorpion then tried to retreat, but
could not, for one claw had got entangled
in the fur of the mouse. The mouse and
scorpion then closed, and rolled over each
other like two cats fighting, the scorpion
continually stabbing the mouse with his
sting, his tail going with the velocity of a
needle on a sewing-machine. When the
scorpion got tired, the mouse got hold of
his tail and gave it a sharp nip. Next
he seized an opportunity, and immediately
bit off two of the scorpion’s side-legs. He
then retired, and began to wash bis face.
I had expected, of course, that the poison
of the scorpion would have killed Uio
mouse, hut he didn’t seem a bit the worse
for it. When I examined him the next
morning he was quite lively and well, and
had nearly eaten up the whole of the
scorpion for his breakfast. Of course I
rewarded the mouse for plucky conduct
by givinir him some milk, and by letting
him go in a place where it was not* likely
the cat would find him.” y
A Historical Quarrel,
One of the most amusing of the Con-
gressional squabbles was between two gen-
tlemen who were never excited by strong
drink— Jefferson Davis and Henry S. Foote.
They were sitting in a room together at
Willard’s, in 1848, and got into a discussion
over a letter written by Gen. Taylor, then
a candidate for the {’residency. One word
brought on another, and soon the two
"grave and reverend” Senators were strik-
ing from the shoulder at each other. Tito
noise of the encounter brought neighbor-
ing inmates of the hotel into the room,
and the combatants were separated, and,
after some entreaty, shook hands and
made friends.
"Really,” said Mr. Foote. “I should not
have thought of such a thing as striking
Mr. Davis if he had not passed the first
blow.”
"Are you not mistaken about that?”
urged Mr. Davis apologetically.
"Indeed, I am not!” retorted the impet-
uous Mr. Foote.
"It is my impression you struck first,”
pleaded Mr. Davis.
"Oh, no! It wasyoul”
"No, It was you!”
"But, Mr. Davis, I’ll swear it was you.”
"And I, Mr. Foote, would swear it
wasn’t.”
"You did strike first.”
“I did not strike first 1”
‘‘You did I”
"I didn't!”
"You did, I say!”
"I say I didn't!”
"Well!” exclaimed Mr. Foote, "there
shan’t he any dispute as to who struck
first this time,” and as he spoke he dealt
Mr. Davis a stinging blow on the cheek.
The astonished friends sprang between the
two gentlemen and prevented further hos-
tilities. Pledges were exacted from all
present to deny that there hud been "un-
pleasantness;” but I have the above from
good southern authority, os the commence-
ment of a feud not yet settled.— WmAi'h//-
ton Chronicle.
---- —
A dispatch from the Cily of Mexico,
Dec. 9, via Havana, Dec. 26.— The Igiesias
government is established at Queretaro.
The states of Guanajuato, Queretaro,
Aguas, Calienteos, Zacaticos, Durango,
San Luis, Potosi, Jalisco, Colima, Sonora,
Sinoloa, and Tabasco recognize Iglesias.
The slates of Mexico, Hidaigo, Peubla,
Vera Cruz, and Oaxaca are occupied hy
Diaz’ troops. Iglesias has about 12,000
good troops, while Diaz has 15,000 of
every grade, but he Is well provided with
artillery, in which Iglesias is deficient.
On the 6th inst, 6,000 men. with 20 field-
howitzers and 10 rifled cannon, left Mexi-
co for Queretaro. Igiesiat has about
7,000 troops in Queretaro, with six pieces
of artillery. This force is sufficient to
garrison the place, which is strong and
easily defended. All parties are anxious
to he recognized hy the United States.
Gen. Diaz wits to leave on the 10th for the
army, and confer his authority of acting
president upon the celebrated Indian chief
Mendez. Gen. Majia has been banished
from the country by Diaz. Eveiyhody is
anxiouly awaiting a turn in affairs.
A colored (republican) orator in Wash-
ington a few nights ago, with more truth
than purity of rhetoric touched upon the
political situation in the following words:
“My fren’s, once I preach to a right sinfu’
cong’gation. Deywas stiff-necked. Dey
was self-sufficient. Dey wouldn’t lis’en to
cuffln. I pray wid dem. ‘O Lord,’ I say,
‘take ’em up in do holler oh yer hah’ an’
hoi’ ’em ober de mouf o’ hell. Hop ’em
dar till ye scorch ’em an’ scorch ’em.
But, O Lord, don’t lef ’em drop in.* So
wid dese ’publican party. Dey wouldn’t
lis’en to nuffln.^ Dey let our hreddren ih
de souf be ’timidated. Dey done bust de
Freedm’s bank. Dey kep’ had men where
dey stoic rnore’n ober colored pec pie does.
Now de Lord’s got ’em in de holler oh his
han’ an’ he’s boldin’ of ’em ober the mouf
o’ hell. An’ O Lord, scorch ’em an’ scorch







[Prom tbo Chicago Tribune.)
The following are the principal astronomical
phenomena of the year 1177. The times given are
Ohioago mean-time; and the appearance ia that
presented to an observer in this citj, unless other-
wise stated:
ITODAYI.
Jan. 7, 14, 21, 28. July 1, 8, 18. 23. ».
Feb. 4, II, 18, 28. AUg. 6, 12, 19, 28.
Mar. 4, 11, 18, 28. Sept. 2, 9, 16, 28, 80.
Apnl* 1, 8, 18, 22, 21. Oct. 7, 14, 21, 28.
May 6. 13, 20, 27. Nov. 4, 11, 1«. 25.
June 8, 10, 17, 24. Dec. 2, 9, 16, 23, 30.
Non.— April 1 (marked with an *) will be Easter
Sunday; being the Sunday next following the first
foil moon after the vernal equinox.
THX MOON.
Month. New Moon. Full Moon.
day. h. m. dap. h. m.
January.... 14 7 37)4 a. m. -9 9 48)4 a. m.
February... 18 3' 8)4 a. m. *27 1 24 p.m.
March .... *14 9 8)4 p. m. 28 11 68)4p.m.
April ....... 13 nocn. 27 10 46)4 *• m-
May ........ 12 11 39 p. m. 26 10 14H p. m.
June ....... 11 8 42 a. m. 23 11 2 a. m.
July.a.M...10 4 15)4 p.m. 25 1 29 a.m.
August....* 8 11 27 p.m. *23 6 20 p.m.
September* 7 7 10 a.m. 22 9 44 a. m.
October ..6 4 8 p. m. 22 1 40 a. m.
November.. 5 2 67)4 a.m. 20 4 29 p.m.
December. . 4 4 13)4 p. m. 6 1 a. m.
The * Indicates an eclipse.
The apparent motions of the moon will be more
irregular in 1877 than usual. The north node ia
now near the vernal equinox; so that she will
awing back and forth through about fifty-six de-
RTtn of declination each inner month. For tbia
reason the moon will " tip” much more than tbo
average; and peoplewho are prone to prognomicate
the weather from the position of the “ horns" will
have extraordinary opportunities for doing so in
tbs spring and autumn.
TUB SEASONS.
Bsrth in perihelion.... 81 i Oh. — mp. m.
Vernal aqulnox ....... 20 Ch 22m a. m.
Summer solstice ...... 21 2h 28m a.m.
Earth in aphelion ..... 3 8b -mp. m.
Autumnal equinox..., 22 4h 58m p. m.
Winter aolstfee ....... . 21 Uh — m a. m.
Xarth in perihelion...
ElDL1PSE8.
31 6h — m a. m.
The year is a very barren one in regard to eolipsea
in tbia region. There will be five, as follows :
A total eolipse of the moon, Feb. 27, at 1 h. 19 m.
prtn. ; below the horiEon of the United States.
A partial eclipse of the sun, March 14, at 10 b. 17
m. p. m. ; visible in Western Asia. :
A partial eclipse of the sun, Aug. 8. at 10 h. 42 m.
p. m. ; visible in Masks, Kamtichatka, the North
Pacific ocean, and the Arctic ocean. Behring's etrait
Is nesrly n the center of the area from which this
eclipse can be seen.
A total eclipse of the moon, Aug. 23, at 5 h. 16 m.
p. m. ; partially visible in the Eastern and Boutbern
States.
A partial eclipse of the sun, Bept. 7, at 8 b.4 m. a.
m.; visible to all that part of South America situated
in more than 15 deg. of sontb latitude, aud extend-
ing nearly to the south pole.
The times given above are the instants of conjuno-
tion or opposition In right ascension.
THE SEWS CONDENSED.
THE WEST.
CracAoo elevators contain 3,102.377 bushels
of wheat; 388,015 bushels of corn; 515,233
bnshels of oats ; 105,169 bushels of rye, and
1,126,055 bushels of barley, making a grand
total of 5,186,849 bushels. Milwaukee eleva-
tors are stored with 1,407.276 bushels of wheat,
2,274 bushels of oorn, 108.802 bushels of oats,
8t, 054 bushels of rye, and 231,663 bushels of
barley.
Two hunched and Firrr friendly Indian
scouts have just joined Qen. Crook’s com-
mand.... California has been suffering from s
protrseted drought, and the first rain for a
long time has just fallen on the southern part
of the State.
Thb Chicago Tribune of Dec. 22 pays :
“The most remarkable meteor observed in
recent years passed Oftr Kansas. Missouri,
Illinois, and Indiana last night at 8:30, going
northeastward. At Bloomington the aerolite
presented a disk three times the ap-
parent size of the full moon. At all
places reported from, the roar caused by the
passage of this great mass of matter through
the dense atmosphere of the earth was
alarmingly audible, and the tremendous fric-
tion to which the surface-parts were subjected
caused continuous superficial disintegration,
with accompanying explosions, fining the air
with multifarious points ef light tinged with
s?e»y hue. and presenting a very beautiful
phenomenon. At Mondota and Garrett, in
Illinois, the inhabitants were mystified by s
sudden illumination of the atmosphere, accom-
panied. in the latter place, by a detonation
louder and sharper than an ordinary cannon.”
Capt. J. W. Hall, of Detroit, who has Just
prs trod the marine statistics of 1876. places
the number of lafce disasters at 639 ; valuation
of the property lost $1,173 260 ; the losses of
limb r rafts on tbe lakes amount to about
$101,000. The -greatest losses during any
month were in September, amounting to $276 -
133; The nnn ber of disasters this year is 417
less than in 1875. Tbe total number of deaths,
either on b >ard ship or on shore, among sea-
men, is 155 of wbieb number 86 w-re vessel-
owners. Financially, the season of 1876 is the
worst on record.
THE SOOTH.
The Hampton Legislature of South Carolina
baa elected M. C. Butler to tbe United States
Senate, in place of Mr. Robertson. Tbe Cham-
berlain Legislature had previously chosen D,
T. Owbin to fill the same vacancy.... Little
Rock. Ark., wa* visited by a second disastrous
conflagration on the night of Dec. 19. Mm*
vaim-blf bumuers propertv was burned, involv-
ing a loss of about $200 090.
A Columbia (A €.) dispatch of Dec. 20 says :
•The Senate to-day decided, by a strict party
vote, to adjourn with the Republican House
sine die on the 23d inet. Their tax aud appro-
priaUon bills passed a second reading iu the
Senate. The tax levy aggregates seventeen
mills, exclusive of local taxes, and is equal to
$2,010,000. Resolutions passed in the Demo-
cratic House today, instructing Gov. Hampton
to luue i proclamation -calling upon ths citi-
zens to pay to adoh persons as ho may designate
25 per cent, of tbe State and county tax for
the last fiscal year, and the persons paying such
tax shall receive certificates receivable for taxes
hereafter.”
The House Louisiana Investigating Com-
mittee, sitting at New Orleans, in executive
session on Thursday, Instructed Mr. Morrison,
its Chairman, to report the members of the
Returning Board to the Mouse for contempt
in refusing to produce tbe records called for.
The committee has been divided np into
sub-committees and die patch od to dif-
ferent portions of the State for the
purpose of investigating the charges of intim-
idation and bolldoxing. Messrs. Morrison,
Jenks and Townsend will remain in New Or-
leans and continue the investigation of matters
of a general nature relating to the late eleotion
in sections not inoluded In thedistriote allotted
to the subcommittees. The investi-
gation will probably not be con-
cluded before the 1st of February....
There is considerable apprehension of trouble
in New Orleans on the 8th of January, when
the Governor is to be inaugurated. Both
Packard and Nioholle will be inaugurated. Tht
Republicans, it is said, will not oppose the in
figuration of Nioholle, but should he attempt
to exercise the functions of the office
he will in all probability be resisted,
and a call will be made for troops,
1,100 of whom are now stationed in the city. . ...
A Charleston (8. O.) dispatch of the 22d says :
“At an immense mooting of conservative
taxpayers last night, resolutions were unsni-
mously adopted recognizing Hampton aud
Simpson as lawfully elected, aud pledging
them moral, financial, and material aid.”
Little Rock, Ark., had still another confla-
gration on the night of Dec. 21. Loss about
$100,000. This makes three heavy fires in that
city within s week— all incendiary— entailing
a total loss of $400,000. . . . Both of the South
Carolina Legislatures have adjourned sine
die.... Tbe Florida Supreme Court has issued
an order directing a recount of the vote by the
State Canvassing Board, and a declaration of
the result as shown upon tho face of the
returns.
Rumobs are current in Now Orleans ef a
coalition between Warmoth, Pinchback, and
the Democrats, by which a Democratic Legis-
lature is to elect them to the United States
Senate, and they are in return therefor to
assist tbe Democrats in installing Nicholla as
Governor.
WASHINGTON.
Massachusetts has presented tho Capitol
with two marble statues of Winthrop and
Adams ____ The report of the Sioux Commis-
sioner lias been transmitted to Waehington. It
gives in detail their investigations into the
subject of tho late Sioux w«r, and finds that
the Indians were greatly wrong ed, and that
they were justified in their outbreak by the re-
peated violations of all treaties made with
them.... The Consular and Diplomatic Appro-
propriation bill, as reported by tbe House Com-
mittee, appropriates $1,135,000. or from
$30,000 to $50,000 less than the bill passed at
the last session.
The House Committee on the Pacific Rail-
roads has referred all the bills and proposi-
tions in regard to the Texas Pacific railroad to
a sub-committee, consisting of Atkins, Lamar,
O'Neill, Garfield, and Luttrell
The Democratic messenger bearing the Dem-
ocratic electoral vote of Florida called on
Acting Vice President Ferry one day last
week, and handed him an envelope containing
tbe so-called electoral vote of the btate. Upon
being interrogated, the messenger said there
was a contest in theState as to the electors,
whereupon Mr. Ferry declined to give any re-
ceipt for the package banded to him. Mr. Ferry
said that in the case of the contested States
he would not give a receipt or voucher to
either of the messengers, for the reason that
be cannot break tbs seals of the packages to as-
certain which are the proper returns, that
being a matter which cannot be decided un-
til the second Wednesday in February.
The treasury has another robbery case on
band. A package of $10,000 passed from tbe
redemption division through the treasury
proper to the express company for delivery to
tbe Illinois National Bank of Chicago, which
delivered the package as received. On open-
ing by the cashier of the bank, it was found
to contain only brown paper. The treasury
claim that the money was delivered to the ex-
crete company, and charge the loes upon the
comoany ..... President Grant has again been
interviewed by the Associated Press agent
at Washington, to whom he ex-
pressed no fear of armed collision
over the Presidential imbroglio. He remarked
to the interviewer that he should welcome the
approach of the 4th of March with pleasure,
as it would relieve him wholly from the cares
of office, and enable him to carry into effect a
proje cted tour to the West Indies before re-
turning to his home at Galena, 111. He says
he will promptly recognize as his successor the
man who shall be so declared, whoever ho may
hr, and this without regard to his own polit-
ical preferences.
POLITICAL.
Mb. Weight, of Iowa, has introduced in the
Senate a bill to establish a court of trial of
Presidential election cases. It proposes as an
adjustment of the difficulties that, after the
count of the electoral vote by Congress in
joint convention, either candidate, when dis-
satisfied with tho result, may tile an ap-
peal to the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court, who, if he finds the appeal based
upon good and sufficient evidence, shall
appoint a board of arbitration consisting of
several members, of whom he shall be one
and the other six chosen from the District and
Circuit Judges of the United States, three of
each political party. This board shall convene
wit nin ten days after the appeal is filed, and
the appeal, taking precedence of all other
business, shall be hevd at once and a decision
rendered as soon as possible. If the appel-
lant is not satitfied with this arbitration he may
appeal to the Supreme Court of the United
States, which shall be the final tribunal....
Tbe total vote cast for President at the re-
cent election— counting the votes of Louisi-
ana, South Carolina and Florida, as returned
by the canva sing boards— is 8,425,977. against
6.457.815 in 1872, and 5.710.788 in 186T Til-
den received 4,290.187; Hayes, 4,042,726;
Cooper, 82 926; Smith (Prohibitionist) and
scattering, 10,138.
It is reported that Senator Conkllug will
retire from public life at the dose of his Sena-
torial term.
The Democratic State Committee of Illinois
have called a convention of the party, to meet
atthe State capital, on theSth of January, for the
purpose of considering the political situation.
.... A Washington correspondent of a Ohioago
Journal has interviewed President Grant. The
latter inquired the probable chances for Gen
Logan's reflection to 'he Seriate from Illinois,
aud then usnd the following language: **My
oM friend. Houghton, of Galena, suggested
my name for United States Senator from Illi-
nois as Logan’s successor, and the sug-
gestion was copied approvingly into one
°!, Chicago- papers. When I saw
this article I immediately wrote to my
friends in Illinois that I oould not bo a
candidate for three reasons. First, although I
consider myself a citknn of Illinois and not a








Alabama ...... 68,230 102.613
Arkansas ...... 38,669 58,083 211
California ..... 78,614 75,845 44
Colorado ....... 14,154 13,316
Connecticut . . .. 69,034 61,934 774 378
Delaware ...... 10,691 13,379
Florida ........ 23,819 22,923
Georgia ........ 49,854 129,185
Illinois ........ 273,232 258,601 18, •241 an
Indiana ....... 2(8,111 213,526 9,633
Iowa .......... 171,827 112,099 9,001 36
Kansas ..... 78,332 87,907 7,776 133
Kentucky ..... 97,490 160,108 2,003 898
Louisiana ...... 75,135 70,55<
Maine ......... 66,300 49,914 663
Maryland ...... 71,981 91,780
Massachusetts.150.078 108,976 873
Michigan ...... 166,534 141,005 9,060 839
Minnesota ..... 72,962 48.799 2,389
Mississippi ____ 51,8'8 108,211
Missouri ...... 144,398 202,687 3,498 277
Nebraska ...... 31,916 17,654 2,320 1,599
Nevada ........ 10,286 9,197
N. Hampshire 41,522 38,448 76
Now Jersey.... 103,517 115,9 t 712 43
New York ...... 489.505 622.0IS 2,039 2,359
North Carolina 106,402 102,580
Ohio ........... 330,688 323,181 3,057 1,712
Oregon ....... 15,214 14,157 610 4
Pennsylvania..384,148 366,204 7,204 1,401
Rhode Island . . 15,787 10,712 60
South Carolina 91,870 90,906
Tennesse; ..... 89,666 138,186
Texas .......... 44,652 103,612
Vermont ...... 44,091 20,254 , .....
Virginia ....... 95,565 139,670
West \ irginia.. 42,698 56,455 1,373
Wisconsin ..... 130,070 123,930 1,509 32
Totals ..... 4 042,7264.290,187 82.926 10,138
of United BUtos Senator. Second. 1 have been
a servant of tbe public for the last sixteen
yean, and on the 4th of March next I propose
to see how it will seem to be a sovereign.
Third, and more important than all, I am in
favor of the re-election of Gen. Logan ao
against any other candidate.”
We print below a table showing the popular
vote for President at the recent eleotion. The
returns are complete in all the States with the
exception of Alabama, where only the majority
is declared for TUden in one county, and
Missiseippi, from which one county is lacking.
The vote of South Carolina, Florida and
Louisiana is given as returned by the State
Canvassing Boards. Ths total vote of the
country is 8,425,977. against 6,457,815 in 1872,
and 5,716,788 in 1868. It will be seen that no
returns are made of the vote for Peter Cooper,
the Greenback candidate, and Green Clay
Smith, Prohibitionist, in a large number of
States:
A meeting of the leading Democrats of Min-
nesota, held at St. Paul last week, declared
their firm conviction that Tilden is elected, re-
pudiated the assumption that tho President of
the Senate has the determination of n’l ques-
tions in dispute with regard to the e ectoral
vote, and declared that the House of Repre-
sentatives has an equal right wiih the Senate
in such a settlement; and it proposes, in com-
mon with all patriotio citizens, to support the
House in the exercise of its constitutional
rights.
The State Committee ef the Oregon Democ-
racy met at Salim last week and issued an ad-
dress calling for mass-meetings to be held in
every county of the State on the 8th of Jan-
uary to consider the political situation.
Tilden and Hendrioks were declared
elected, and the coune of Gov. Grover in
issuing a certificate to Cronin was approved ____
The Democratic State Committee of Illinois, at
its recent session at Springfield, affirmed “the
conatimtional right of the Senate and House
of Representatives, after the President of the
Senate shall have opened all the certificates
received by him. to count the electoral vote for
President and Vice Preeident of tbe United
States, and declare the result of such count;”
denied “the existence of any constitutional
right or power in the President of the Sen-
ate, indeuendently of authority from the
two houses, to count said votes aud de-
clare tbe result thereof, aud would regard
such a proceeding as revolutionary."....
A conference of the leading Democrats of
Pennsylvania was held at Harrisburg, last
week, at which they declared their conviction
of the election of Tilden and Hendricks, and
called upon Congress to adopt such lawful
means as may lead to the official declaration of
that result.
GEN ERA L.
The report of Ges. Crook, giving a history
of his operations against the hostile Indians
during the past year, has been reotived at
Waehington. Gen. Crook says that the miners
in the Black Hills did not violate the Sioux
treaty till long after the Indians had ceased to
regard it, and they have not suffered as much
from the Sioux since they went to the Hills as
they did while living on the border. He seems
to think that the Government has treated the
Sioux nation with unparalleled liberality, wbioh
they have repaid by raiding along tbe border
of the reservations, limited only by the endu-
rance of their ponies.
Gen. Miles, who has been fighting Sitting
Bull all summer and fall, and who has recently
had two long oooncils with the great savage
leader, gives it as his opinion that the Sioux
war is closed, at least for years to come, aud
that if the Indians are properly treated— i. e.,
if the treaty obligations are faithfully observed
on the part of the Government there will never
be another Indian war. Gen. Sherman is
credited with concurring in this view.
The Board of Directors of the Western
Union Telegraph Company, at a meeting in
New York, unanimously adopted a resolution
authorizing the Preeident of the company to
make all proper legal resistance to the demand
of tbe House of Representatives and its aom-
mittee for private and confidential papers ;
also giving the managers of the company
power, and directing them to destroy original
copies of all messages as soon as this may be
done without interfering with auditing ac-
counts.
Advices from Chihuahua, Mexico, state that
Messrs. Degeton, Miller, Mollevan,) Berne, and
Fisher, prominent foreigners residing in that
city, while out in the m untains, near by. en-
deavoring to locate a gold mine, were ail kid-
napped by a Mexican banditti, and will be held
nntil ransitted. Degeton is German Consul
at Chibuabna, and Miller was a former resident
of 8t. Louis.
The statistioian of the Department of Agri-
oulture in his December report makes tbe corn
crop only 2 per cent, abort of the great crop of
last year, and fully 50 per cent, greater than
the crop of 1874 The aggregate, subject to
possible future revision, is 1,295,000,000 bosh-
els.
That monster aerolite which shot athwart
the heavens on the evening of the 21st of
December was a moat atartliug and wonderful
phenomenon. It is variously described by
persons along its line of progress through
Southern Iowa, Central Illinois. Indiana and
Ohio. From some points of obeervation it
eecmed more than doable tbe size of the full
moon, very brilliant, with a train of star-like
fragments following in its wake ; from other
1 tealities ic looked like an illuminated barrel,
out of whioh poor* d a flood of luminosity of
various colors, as it sped onward. At Home points
along its line of movement, it exploded with
a terrible noise, causing the earth to tremble,
a portion’ of its ma-n filing off in fiery frag-
ments. From all acoonuts, its path was ds-
taut f.om the earth between forty and fifty
passage
_ __ ____ t _.i fas less
than half an hour.. The Wlion shipments
from Ban Francisco to China, from Jan. 1 to
OcA 26, 1876, have been as follows, according
to tha report of the Director of the Mint:
2??“* H255,378 ; Mexican dollars,
$1,820,040 ; fa* silv* bars, $2,055,675;
gold coin, $191,093; total, $8,322,086....
The fastest voyage and quickest time be-
tween England and America is recorded in fa-
vor of tbe steamship Britannic, Capt Thom-
son, which has just made the voyage from
New York to Queenstown in seven days and
thirteen hours, r  1 ,
FOREIGN.
The Greek Chamber of Deputies has unani-
mously passed the bill raising the strength of
the military forces to 200, 000 men.... A tele-
gram from Constantinople says the appoint-
ment of Midhat Pasha, as Grand Vizier, is verv
favorably received by the entire population.
The Turkish people, while willing to accept
reforms, resolutely object to any concessions
detrimental to the dignity of the empire....
Calls for protection by the United States
are continually made by Amerioans in Mexico,
who snffer all sorts of robberies and outrages
from the lawless “greasers.”
. Heavy rains and floods are reported in En-
gland, causing much damage to property and
great distress among the people. . . . A cruising
Austrian war vessel on the Dinahs was fired
upon, the other day, by a Servian fort at Bel-
grade, and great is the excitement in conse-
quence. At last advices the Servian Govern-
ment bad made an apology and dismissed the
indiscreet commander of the fort, aud ibis will
probably allay the Austrian indignation.
A severe famine exists in Montenegro. . . .
The Captain General of Cuba has published a
decree prohibiting cipher messages to and from
the island. . . .The Emperor William closed the
session of the German Parliament with a
speech from the throne. He said, in reference
to foreign affairs: “The negotiations of the
powers on the Eastern question, as far as pro-
ceeded with, justify the nope that my efforts
and mutually-ooncUiatory end peaceful inten-
tions of the nowers immediately ooncerned, will
be tmccessful in solving the pending questions
without prejudice to the good relations exist-
ing. Germany will continue, by friendly aud
disinterested mediatiou. toleud her co-opera-
tion for tbe attainment of this end." ____ A dis-
patch from Constantinople states that the re-
forms adopted by the preliminary conference
are very sweeping. They include the admis-
sion of Christians in the Ottoman army, and
the transformation of tbe villayet of Sophia
into a Christian province, under a Governor.
Opinion is pretty evenly divided as to whether
the Porte will yield to the recommendation of
the powers.
A Constantinople dispatch of the 25th says :
“The first sitting of the Plenary Conference
was held yesterday. Savaet Pasha presided,
and in an address opening the conference re-
ferred to the liberal views of the Porte. He
said tbe Porte was ready to grant to its subjects
all the privileges whioh were not contrary to
the dignity and integrity of the empire. Dur-
ing the sitting satvos of artillery were heard.
Saveat Pasha explained that these salutes were
fired to announce the promulgation of the con-
stitution, which would effect a complete change
in the state of Turkey" .... A suoce-sful revolu-
tion in San Domingo has deposed Gonzalf-z and
restored Baez to the Presidency of that repub-
lic. Gonzalez has quitted the country, aud
Baez will reaumo the r.>ins of government.
pointment of a select committee to investigate the
charge made by Hewitt that his letters had been
tampered with in the New York poetoffloe.
In connection With it Mr. Platt sent to
C1®rt’s dofk, and had read, a telegram
from Postmaster James, pronouncing the ac-
cusation utterly aifd absolutely false. Mr
Hewitt sta'ed the circumstances under which he
made tho charge. He said about a month ago be
received a letter, tbe writer stotiim that he was an
employe InJhe New York postoffleo, and he felt
bound to communicate the fact that “ Blade’s little
Kettle ” was at work on his letters. Tbe only at-
tention which he felt called upon to pay to this
anonymous letter was to observe closely tbe letters
which be received. Hefonnd that a considerable
number of them presented the appearance of hav-
ing been opened, the flaps of the envelopes
presenting a puckered or corrugated appear-
ance. Unfortunately he had thrown in the
waste-basket the anonymous letter. [He re-
ceived from ten to twenty a week.) There-'
fore ite handwriting oould not be identified. 80,
too, with the envelopes. They had been thrown
away, and it was a remarkable tact that none of the
letters received by him to-day presented the ap-
pearance of having been tampered with. After
some little discussion, the previous question was
voted down, by a vote of 79 to 77. Mr. Holman
then moved that tho special committee now in
Now York investigating the election frauds be di-
rected to investigate this mstter. Mr. Buckner
moved to lay the whole satyect on the table. Mr.
Buckner's motion was lost, by a vote of S3 ayee to
143 noes. The resolution directing Mr. Oox’s
New York committee to investigate the chargee was
then passed ... . The Speaker laid before the Honse a
telegraphic communication from Wm.B. Morrison,
the Chairman of the Louisiana Investigating Com-
mittee, transporting a report of the proceedings
before the committee in the case of E. W. Barnes,
the Mi ------------- - “ -
spoke against the resolution, on the ground that
the House is not justified in treating telegraphic
communications as an official report. Quito a long
discussion followed, aud finally the resolution was
adopted without division.
Friday, Deo. 22.— Nmafe.— The resolution
of Mr. Mitchell, authorising an investigation aa
to the appointment of E. A. Cronin as
Presidential elector in Oregon was again
the subject of discussion in the Senate.
Mr Mitchell accepted the preamble of Mr. Bayard,
in lieu of that reported by the Committee on Privi-
leges and Elections, and the reeolutton was agreed
to.... After the transaction or some unimportant
bus in ess, the Senate adjourned until Tuesday,
Dec. 26.
House. —The House passed a resolution giv-
ing to the widow of the late Speaker Kerr aa
amount equal to his pay up to the end of the pres-
ent Congress.... Speaker Randall appointed the
following as a committee to act with the Senate
committee to consider the question of counting the
electoral votes : Paine, Hunton, Hewitt, Springer,
McCrary, Hoar, and Willard of Michigan.
Batubday, Doc. 23.-Senofe.-Not in see
‘.on.
House.— Mr. Springer offered a resolution for the
compilation and printing of the proceedings end
debates relating to the counting of the electoral
votes since the establishment of the Govern-
ment. Adopted... Mr. Reagan, from the Com-
mittee ou Commerce, offered a resolution, which
was adopted, requesting tho President to
furnish the Honse with copies of ail the
orders made by him or under his direction, aud
of the orders and correspondence cf the War De-
partment relating to the limitations made by tbe
President of the ippropriatious for the impreve-
ment of rivers and harbors, and to specify how the
12,000,000, out of tbe $5,< 00,000 appropriated by the
last Congress, have been expended, and also to
state under what law such limitation was made. . . .
The session lasted only twenty minutes, when an
adjournment was ordered till Wednesday, Dee. 27.
FORTY-FOURTH CONGRESS.
Tuesday, Deo. 19.— Senate.— A number of
bills of a private character were passed .... The Pen-
sion bill, as passed by the House, was reported by
the committee aud placed on the the calendar....
Statues of John Winthrop and Samuel Adams were
formally presented by Messrs. Boutwell and Dawes,
on behalf of the State of Massachusetts. .. .Mr.
Mitchell’s resolution in regard to the appointment
of Cronin as a Presidential elector in Oregon was
discussed by Messrs. Mitchell, Morton and Bogy.
House.— The House proceedings were exceedingly
tame. The Fortification Appropriation bill was
passed, after which the formalities of presenting
and receiving the \dams and Winthrop statues oc-
cupied the attention of the members.
Wednesday, Deo 20.— .Senate.— The Senate
passed a bill to create a new Territory out of the
northern portion of Dakota, west of Minnesota, to
be called Huron.... The Oregon electoral case was
again before the Senate, and Mr. Bogy concluded
his speech. The matter wus further dis-
cussed by Messrs. Morton, Eaton aud Sher-
man... Mr. Hitchcock Introduced a bill providing
for an additional Representative in Congress from
Nebraska.... The Pension Appropriation bill was
passed.
House.— The report of the Judiciary Committee
on the question of the power of committees to com-
pel the production of telegrams was made. The
report asserts the rifht. A resolution, offered by
Mr. Hurd, from the majority of the com-
mittee, makes the same assertion, but
requires a description of the telegrams to be
given. A substitute for both of the reports has
been offered by Mr. Knott, the Chatman of the
Judiciary Committee, declaring that telegraphic
communications have no more privilege than oral
or other commujications. and must be produced
when called for. A long discussion ensued.
Among the notable speeches made was one by Mr
Garfield protesting that the telegraph should b* as
•acred as the postofflee, and one by Mr. Hewitt de-
claring that the sanctity of the postofflee was more
tmaglnar) than real, as his (Hewitt’s letters t ad
been constantly opened in the New York postoffire.
Mr. Garfield suggested that it was the duty of the
gentleman (Hewitt) to ask for an inquiry, aud he
(Garfl Id) would assist him in it. Mr. Wood
(N. Y ) favored the report of the committee,
and opposed Mr. Hurd’s amendment as beiug
tantamount to a defeat of the Louisiana Investiga-
tion Finally Mr. Hurd’s resolution, requiring the
subpoena to describe tho specific telegrams to be
produced, was defeated— yeas, 94; nays, 125 -and
Mr Knott’s substitute was adopted without divis-
ion. Mr. Platt then asked unanimous consent to
offer a resolution for inquiry into the charge made
by Mr. Hewitt against tbe New York postofflee, but
objection was made by Mr Luttrell.... Tbe Irish
Centennial address, which the President decliued
to receive because Sir Edward Thornton, the
British Minister, bad refused to present it, came
up in the House, it was referred to the Foreign
Affairs Committee for consideration.... Mr. Chit-
tenden asked leave to introduce and have referred
to tbe Banking Committee a bill for funding legal-
tender notes, but objection was made by Mr. Hol-
man.... The conference report on the bill to pro-
vide for the expenses of investigating committees
was made by Mr. Holman, discussed, and agreed
to.
Thursday, Deo. 21.— /Senate.— The Senate
ordered 6,000 extra copies of the compilation from
Its journal, by ita Chief Clerk, of all that haa taken
place concerning the counting of electoral vote* .....
A resolution was passed providing for an adjourn-
ment from tht> 22/t to the 26th of December. ...Mr.
Da via called upon the report of the conference com-
mittee on the disagreeing votes of the two. houses
on the bill to provide for the expenses of
certain special c-mmlttees. The committee
agreed to give each house $36,000 to conduct the in-
vestigation ordered, hefreport was agreed to,
...... "h« Oiiair appointed as the special commit-
tee authorized by the recent resolution of Mr. Ed-
munds to devise means for the proper o->unt of the
vote for President aud Vice President, in con-
nection with a similar committee of the Bouse,
Mes/ws. Edmunds, Moron, Frellnghuysen, Logan,
Thurmsn, eayard ana Bsnsom Mr. Frclinghuy-
«en presented the petition of a large number
of soldiers of the late war, asking for the passage
of the House bill for sn equalization of bountes.
Referred The Oregon electoral matter » aid -
cussed.. ..On motion of Mr. Davis, business was
suspended, and the Senate 'hen paid its tribute t f
respect to the memory of Senator Caperton. Ap-
propriate remarks sure made by Messrs. Davis,
Wright, Witb< r-. Edmunds and others. As a fur-
ther mark of respect the Senate adjourned.
House,— Mr. Piatt offered a resolution for the ap-
lieather from Human Skin.
The expei imenta of two ingenious shoe-;
makers are now exciting some attention
among the curious, the result being the
production of good leather from the
skin of a human being, and the manu-
facture of a handsome pair of boots
from it. The skin was taken from the
heart, stomach, and back oi a man in a
dissecting room, who had died suddenly
from accident, and upon whom decay
had not yet begun to act It was
placed in a solution of hemlock and
white oak barks, nsed in tanning, and in
three weeks from the first steeping, ap-
peared as the upper leather and legs of
the boots in question, the soles being
made of cow skin. The tanning created
a ligBt brown color, and the leather
proved somewhat warmer than calfskin,
and more porous. It appears that after
allowing for the necessary waste, the
skin of an average-sized man will make
two pairs of boots, including the soles,
but the latter would not be sufficiently
hard for economical use.— York
Sun.
The Herald of Health says that the
right way to cook an egg is to pour water
on it at a boiling temperature and leave
the egg in it for fifteen minutes.
THE MARKET?*.
NEW YORK.
Beives ............................ 7 00 @12 00
Hoqh .............................. 5 50 0 6 25
Cotton .......................... 12)40 MK
Flour— Superfine Western ........ 5 25 0 5 50
Wheat— No. 2 Chicauo ............. 1 37 0 1 38
Cohn— Western Mixed ............. 58 0 62
Oath— No. 2 Chicago .............. 38 0 40
Rye— Western ...................... 81 0 84
POBK-New Mesa ................. 17 00 017 2*
LARD-Bteam ................. 10)40 11
OHIOAGO.
Beeves— Choice Graded Steers.... 5 00 0 5 35
Choice Natives .......... 4 60 @ 4 75
Oowsand Heifers ........ 2 50 0 3 50
Good Secoud-claas Steers. 3 50 0 3 90
Medium to Fair .......... 4 00 0 4 25
Hoqb— Live ........................ 4 60 0 6 16
Flour— Fancy White Winter..;... 6 75 0 7 60
Good to Choice Spring Ex. . 6 00 0 5 76
Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............. 1 21)44 1 22
No. 3 Spring .............. 1 10 0 1 U .
Corn— No. 2 ..................... 44 0 46
Oats-No. 2 .................. .... 83 0 84
Rye-No. 2 ........................ 69 0 70
Barley— No. 2, New .............. 64 0 65
mutter — Creamery ............... 33 0 35
Egos -Freeh.... ................... 22 0 24
Pork— Mess ....................... 16 25 016 50
Lard ........................... 1O>»0 10*
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 1 ..................... J 29 0 1 30
Corn-No. . ....................... J} g «
Oats— No. . .......................
Rye ............................... H @ ’0
Barley-No. 2...... .......... ..... 76 0 77
ST. LOUIb.
Wheat-No. 2 Bod Fall ............ 1 37 0 1 38
Coen -Western MlEod ............. 39 0 41
Oats— No. . ....................... 82 ® 33
rye ................................ 71
Pore-Moss ........................ 1« M 016 50
.... ............................
.... .............................
Cattle ......... ..... .........• CINCINNATI.
Wheat ...... ... ................
Corn ........ .. ...................
Oats .............................
poee— Mom.*. “*j;.i6 w 016 n
Laud ............................. »
TOLEDO.
Wheat— Extra ............ 1 44 0 1 46
Amber ............ 1 42 0 1 44
Cohn ............................. 44 0 46
Oaxs-No. 2 ................... 35 0 36
DETROIT.
Flour— Medium ................... 625 0650
Wheat- White .................... I 24)40 1 44
Cohn- No. 2 .................... 49 0 B0
Oats.... ........................... 38 0 40
Rye ................................ 60 0 65
POBK-Mess ..................... 16 75 017 00
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Hogs— Yorkers ....... 6 00 0 6 70
PhUadelphias. ............ 6 N) 0 6 15
uattlb— Bent .................. . 6 75 6 00
Mi mum ................ 4 75 0 5 60Sheet ........... t.. 8 25 0 4 75
10)40 m
S'JS 06 10
3 00 0 6 00




THE RECORD OF 1876.
Its List of Crimes, Caraltiei, Discov-
eries, and Aohietements.
 Condensed History of the World for
the Past Tear.
THE OLD YEAR.
# good old yew ! Thla mum i your last,
And most jos goT With too iVe pMMd
Some daja that bear re vision.
For three I'd thank 70a, ere you make
Tour journey to the Stygian Lake,
Or to the fields Elyalan.
Long hare yon been our household guest.
To keep you wo have tried our beat j
You must not stay, *ou till pa ;
Sot e'en to Introduce your heir,
Who ooznee ao fresh and debonair
He needa must make you jealous.
I heard your footsteps overhead
To-night, and to myaelf I said :
He's packing his portmanteau,
His boohs and staff, like Pjospero’s,
He's burled In December’s snows,
And finished his last canto.
Tour well-known hat and cloak still look
The same upon their entry-book.
And seem as If they grew here.
Bui they *h ! me- will soon be gone,
And we be sitting here alone
To welcome In the Msw Year.
The boota so oft put out at night
WUt vanish ere to-morrow’s light
Across the east is burning.
When morning comes, full well I know
lhey*ll leave no footsteps in the snow,
Cf going or returning.
At twelve o’clock to-night Queen Mab
Will take you In her spectral cab
To catch the downward fast train.
Some of us will sit up with you
And drink a parting cap or two
While I Indite this la# strain.
0, good.
You’ve in
old, wlae, frost-headed Year,
brought ua health and strength and cheer,
Though sometimes care and sorrow.
Bach morn you gave us newer hope,
That reached beyond the cloudy scope
Of each unseen to-morrow.
We knew you when you were, forsooth,
Ho better than a stranger youth—
A fast youth, some one muttered,
When thinking how the days you gave,
On ghostly horses to their grave
Have galloped, flown and fluttered.
But what is time, by moon and stars
Checked off In monthly calendars,
To fairy kings like you here T
What are the centuries that? span
The inch-wide spaces ruled by man ?
Or «hat are Old and Now Year 7
You go to join the million years ;
The great veiled sky that never clears
. Before our mortal seeing ;
The shrouded death— the evolving life—
The growth, the mystery, the strife
Of elemental being.
We see in your abstracted eye
The clouded flame of prophecy—
Of time the Immortal scorning.
And yet the sympathetic smile
Thatsaya: “I fain would stay awhile
To bid your rhymes good morning.”
Ah I no more rhymes for you and me,
Old Year, shall we together see,
For we to-night must sever.
Good-by old number Seventy-six !
Tla nearly time you took your drive
Into the dark forever!
The train that atops for you will let
A stranger out we never met.
To take your place and station.
With greetings glad and shouts of Joy,
They’ll welcome him, while you, old boy,
Depart with no ovation.
Five minutes yet ? But talk must end,
On with your cloak and cap, old friend !
Too long I have been prating.
Your blessing now! We’ll think of you—
Ah ! there’s the clock I Adieu, adieu—
I see your cab is waiting.
CHRONOLOGY OF 1870.
JANUARY.
1. City Treasurer Bork, of Buffalo, N. Y.,
discovered to be a defaulter to the amount of
$400 000.
4. Lord Lytton appointed Viceroy of India.
5. Reassembling of Congrees after the holi-
day recess.
§. Railway accident near Odessa, Russia ; 70
persons killed and many maimed.
10. Exciting debate in Congress on the bill
granting amnesty to Jeff Davis ; the measure
defeated.
14. Lower house of Congress refused to pass
a universal amnesty bill.
21. First hfavy snow-storm of the winter in
the far West ; Union Pacific railroad blockaded.
23. Thirteen pereons killed by a railway col-
lision at Huntingdon, Eng. E. D. Winslow,
owner of the Boston Newt/, and Treasurer of
the Boston Post, having committed forgeries
to the amount of $250,000, disappeared with
his family.
26. Burglars rob the National Bank of North-
ampton. Mass. , of $700, 000 in seourities. Three
men hung by a mob at Charleston, W. Va.
27. The robbery of $400,000 from a Chicago
eastward-bound express car was neatly pre-
vented near Toledo, and the four robbers ar-
rested.
31. Four outlaws hung by vigilante in Rooks
county, Kan. A man named Simmons mur-
dered, dissected, and his remains packed in a
box, at Oreenpoint, N. Y.: arrest of Victor
Kretz. the murderer. Speaker Kerr writes a
letter declaring that his name is not to be used
in the Democratic National Convention.
FEBRUARY
L A man named Wilder, at Lyndon, Vt.,
murders his wife, father and mother, and then
hangs himself. Fifteen of the whisky ring at
Indianapolis sentenced to prison for terms of
from six months to three years. William Mc-
Kee. principal proprietor of the St Louis
Globe-Democrat, convicted of conspiracy to
defraud the Government
2. A stage line opened from Cheyenne to the
Black Hills. Lower house of Congrees refused
to pass the one- term Presidential amendment
to the constitution.
3. Colliary explosion in Belgium ; over 200
miners killed, tren. Sherman writes a letter,
saying he will not be a candidate lor Presi-
dent, and expressing a preference for Gov.
Hayes, of Ohio.
6. The Sultan of Turkey accepts Count An-
drMsy s scheme for settling the Herzegovinian
difficulty. Jeff. Davis writes a long letter, re-
plving to Mr. Blaine, disclaiming that cruelties
to prisoners were authorized by him, depre-
cadng the obstacles opposed to the progress of
reconciliation, intimating that he does not de-
sire amnesty for himself, and charging im-
ptoture and barbarity upon the Federal an-
thoiitiee. A fearful panic oecorred atRobin-
eon Opera House, Cincinnati ; 10 people were
killed and many more injured.
Grant, for conspiracy to defraud the Govern-
ment in connection with the whlskv rim?
Great fire in Broadway, N. Y. : loss, $2,500!-
10, National Bank of Commerce, of v«w
London, Ct, robbed of $21,000 ; the teller
subsequently confesses to the burglary and
restores the money.
12. Explosion of fire damp in a coal-mine at
Pitta ton. Pa ;4 miners killed and a number’
wounded. Deposition of President Grant in
the Babcock case taken at Washington, Chief
Justice Waite administering the oath.
14. The Sultan of Turkey signed the decree
granting the Andraesy reforms in the insurgent
provinces.
17. Collision between the steamers Strath-
clyde and Franconia in the Eorfish channel ;
the Straituolyde sunk, and 31 lives lost
ia The Congregational Advisory Council, to
investigate the Beecher scandal, convenes in
Plymouth Church, Brooklyn. The Main* Leg-
islature abolishes hanging.
22. Indiana RepubUctm State Convention
nominates G. 8. Orth for Governor and in-
structs for Gov. Morton for President Wis-
consin Republican Convention indorsee Blaine
for President aeTjir j I *,
23. The Connecticut Democrats nominate
Gov. Charles R. Ingereoll and all the State
officers for re-election.
24. The trial of Gen. OrviUe E. Babcock,
Military Secretary of President Grant, on a
charge of conspiracy to defraud the Govern-
ment brought to a close at St Louis, the jury
rendering a verdict of “not guilty.”
28. News that Don Carlos, the Spanish pre-
tender, has fled to France ; virtual end of the
Carlist war. Connecticut Republican State
Convention ; H. C. Robinson nominated for
Governor. Destructive tornadoes at Bt. Charles,
Mo., and Princeton, Ind. ; many houses blown
down, and several persons killed and crippled.
* MARCH.
2. Revelation of corruption in the War De-
partment at Washington; Secretary Belknsp
tenders his resignation; resolutions of im-
peachment presented against him in the House
of Representatives and unanimously adopted;
intense excitement at Washington and else-
where ; Secretary Borie, of the navy, appointed
temporary Secretary of War.
3. A committee of the House appears in the
Senate at Washington, and formally impeaches
Mr. Belknap for high crimes and misdemean-
ors. A life-boat crew ef 15 drowned on the
North Carolina coast while trying to save the
crew of an Italian bark.
4. Arrival in London of Don Carlos, the
Spanish pretender.
5. The Sultan of Turkey offers amnesty to
the Herzegovinians, Caleb P. Marsh, the wit-
ness against the late Secretary Belknap, flees
toOanada.
6. The President nominates Richard Henry
Dana, Jr., of Massachusetts, Minister to En-
gland, vice Gen. Sohenok, resigned. The
portfolio of the War Office offered to Senator
Lot M. Morrill, of Maine, who declines.
7. Burning of the Home for Aged People »t
Brooklyn, N. Y.; some 90 of the aged inmates
perish in the flames. Eleven persons killed
and seven or eight wonnded by a train falling
through a bridge across a branch of the Shen-
andoah river, on the Baltimore and Ohio rail-
road. News of a famine in the Weetmanna
islands, near Iceland ; 500 people said to be
starving to death. Judge Alphonso Taft, of
Ohio, appointed Secretary of War. The Com-
mittee of the House on Expenditures in the
War Department subpwnaed by the District
Court of Washington to produce the papers
and evidence against Gen. Belknap, which
they declined to do. Exciting partisan debate
in the House, in which the Democrats and Re-
publicans charged upon each the responsibility
for the flight of the witness Marsh, whose at>-
senoe blocks the impeachment trial
8. The Judiciary Committee of the House, at
Washington, report that owing to the absence
of ths witness Marsh, it would be impractica-
ble to proceed with the impeachment trial of
Belknap, and ask that they be allowed to take
further testimony : after an exciting and in-
tensely partisan debate, the request was grant-
ed by a strictly party vote. Belknap arraigned
in the Police Court at Washington, and held to
bail in $25,000 to answer to a criminal charge
of bribery. The United Statee Senate decide
the three years’ contest of P. B. 8. Pinchbeck
for a seat in that body a* Senator from Louisi-
ana, by the adoption of a resolution declaring
that he has no claim to the seat
14. New Hampshire election; Gov. Obeney
and the entire Republican ticket elected, and a
Republican majority secured in the Legisla-
ture.
15. Severe storm in England and on the
continent; numerous shipwrecks and many
lives lost.
17. Deetruotive fire in Springfield, III.; loss,
$170,000. Great snow-storm in Scotland,
causing an embargo on travel
19. Heaviest snow-storm of the winter in the
Western and Sonthern States; 14 inches deep
at Caire, and 10 inches at Memphis. Hen. R.
C. Sohenok, late Minister to England, having
resigned, arrives at New York on his home-
ward journey.
22. Caleb P. Marsh, having been promised
immunity fiom prosecution, returns to Wash-
ington to testify against ex-Secretary Belknap.
Democratic State! Convention of Pennsylvania
meets at Lancaster. Republican Convention
of New York meets at Syracuse.
23. Seven men killed and 8 men wounded by
A boiler explosion at Laramie City, Wya Ter.
24. Great storms and floods m the Eastern
Statee ; property loss in New England esti-
mated at $1000,000.
28. Intelligence of the foundering of the
steamer Jo wad in the Arabian sea, by which
500 pilgrims were drowned.
29 Republican State conventions in Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, and Indiana.
30. The dam of the water reservoir at Worces-
ter, Mass., breaks, precipitating a vast volume
of water into the valley below, causing an enor-
mous destruction of property-
30. Articles of impeaobment presented in the
House of Representatives at Washington
against W. W. Belknap, late Secretary of War,
charging him witn high crimes and misde-
meanors.
31. A large number of city officials indicted
and arreetod in St. Louis, for bribery and per-
jury. Gov. Ames, of Mississippi resigns his
office to escape impeachment.
APRIL.
2. Matamoraa captured by the Mexican rev-
olutionists.
3. The House of Representatives unanimous-
ly adopt the articles of impeachment against
Belknap, and appoint managers to conduct tho
trial. Conueoticut State election results in a
victory for the Democrats.
4. The nomination of Richard H. Dana, Jr.,
to be Minister to England, rejected by the
United Statee Senate. The Senate organizes as
a court of impeachment for the trial of W. W.
^elknap ; nccu-ed summoned to appear April
5. Four powder magazines at Salt Lake City
blew up, sending a shower of rocks into the
city, killing four people, and doing great
damage to property. Rhode Island election—
succees of the Republican ticket
18. Gen. John McDonald and W. O. Avery,
convicted memliers of the St Louis whisky
ring, seutenoed to the Missouri penitentiary.
MAT.
4. Gen. Belknap indicted by the grand jury
at Washington, for receiving bribes while Sec-
retary of War.
6. Destructive tornadoes visit Chicago and
other Western nointa ; hundreds of thousands
of dollars' worth of property destroyed, and
several people killed.
7. Twenty thousand charges of “rend -rock
powder” exploded on Jersey City Heights, dam-
aging many buildings, and cansing a shook
which was felt over an extensive area. Arrival
at Washington of Dorn Pedro, Emperor of
Brazil
8. Anna Dickinson makes her debnt on the
dramatic stage at the Globe Theater, Boston.
Liberal Republican National Committee meet in
New York city, and issue a call for a National
Convention at Philadelphia.
10. The Centennial Exhibition formally
opened at Philadelphia in the presence of
800.000 people.
14. The imperial powers adopt a pacific
policy at the Berlin Conference.
15. The Liberals hold a national conference
in New York city, to discuss the political situa-
tion, and issue an addiees to the country.
16. William ELBamum elected United Statee
Senator from Connecticut. The Saltan of
Zanzibar enters into a treaty abolishing slavery
in his dominions.
17. Six of the culprits concerned In the mur-
der of the German and French Consuls hung
atSalonlea, Turkey. Democratic Convention
of Ohio nominates Got. Allin for Preaident.
National Greenback Convention met at Indian-
apolis and nominated Peter Cooper for Presi-
dent and Senator Booth for Vice President.
others. Presbyterian General Assembly met
in Brooklyn, N. I.
22. The President appoints Edwards Pierre*
pent Minister to England, Alphonso Taft At-
torney General, and J. Donald Cameron Sec-
retary of War.
25. The President issuee a proclamation ad-
vising a general celebration of the 4th of July.
26. The terms of the Berlin Conference
made pnblio, showing that important conces-
sions were rsouired from Turkey. Execution
of Piper, the Boston belfry murderer.
29. Lawreuoe Harney testified before a com-
mittee of Congress that he had paid Speaker
Kew $450 for an army commission ; the latter
denied it under oath. The United States Sen-
ate, after two weeks’ debate, in secret session
decide! that it bad jurisdiction in the Belknap
impeachment Brisk competition between the
railroads results in a marked reduction in pas-
senger faree between the East and West De-
thronement of the Sultan of Turkey. _
30. A fire in Quebec destroyed 700 booses.
JUNK.
L A sensation produced at Washington by the
testimony of James Mulligan, before the Judi-
ciary Committee, regarding the Hon. Jam# G.
Blaine. A company of forty-nine men from
Cincinnati reputed to have been massacred by
Indians in the Blade Hills.
4. Abdul Aziz, the deposed Sultan of Turkey,
oommitted suicide.
6. Escape of Fenian prisoners from Australia
in an American whale-ship.
7. Exciting debate in Congress between
Messrs. Blaine and Knott
11. Mr. Blaine prostrated by sunstroke as
be was entering a church in Washington.
12. Heavy floods in Eastern Switzerland;
great 'iamage done.
15. Winslow, the Boeton forger, released in
London. An Illinois jury declares Mrs. Abra-
ham Lincoln restored to reason.
17. The National Republican Convention at
Cincinnati nominated Gov. R. B. Hayes, of
Ohio, for President on the seventh ballot and
Wm. A. Wheeler, of New York, for Vice Presi-
dent on the first Two Cabinet Ministers
killed and one wounded in Constantinople, bv
Hasein, an insubordinate officer, who was af-
terward hanged.
18. Ths town of St John*, Can., nearly de-
stroyed by fire.
19. A fire at Athens, on the Hudson river,
destroved $400,000 worth of property.
23. hews received of a fight between Gen.
Crook’s command and the Sioux Indians on
June 17, in which nearly 100 of the latter were
killed, with a loss to the expedition of 9 dead
and 21 wounded.
25. Seventeen persons killed and 87 injured
by a railroad accident near Oervia, Spain.
28. Gov. Samuel J. Tilden nominated at Bt
Louis as the Democratic candidate for Presi-
dent of the United States.
IJULY.
3. Beginning of hostilities between Servia
and Turkey ; troops of the former cross the
Turkish frontier, and several sharp engage-
ments occur.
4. Independence day was celebrated with
unusual spirit throughout the country.
5. Two hundred and thirty lives lost by the
wreck of the Lient Gen. Kroeeen, a Dutch
steamer, in the Straits of Banda. Three per-
sons killed and 29 buildings destroyed by a
tornado in Burlington. Iowa.
6. News received of the defeat of Custer’s
foroee by Sitting Bull at the battle of the Little
Big Hon, and the mas— ore of the General and
other leading offioere, with 250 enlisted men.
9. A band of masked men robbed a railroad
passenger train in Missouri.
10. 'Die propeller St Clair burned on Lake
Superior, deetroying twenty-seven lives.
11. Postmaster General Jewell removed by
the President
14. Twenty-one pereons killed and sixty
wounded by an explosion on the British iron-
clad Thunderer.
20. The yacht Mohawk capsized off Staple-
ton, Staten island, New York harbor, drowning
William T. Garner, bis wife, her brother.
Frost Thorne, Mies Adele Hunter, and Peter
Sullivan, a cabin boy.
24. Over 256,000 barrels of petroleum de-
stroyed iu the oil regions by lightning.
AUGUST.
2. Godlove S. Orth deolinee the nomination
as Governor of Indiana by the Republicans.
Samuel F. Cary nominated for Tioe President
by the National Connell of the Greenback
party.
7. Colorado is proclaimed to be a State. The
Senate discharged Mr. Belkuap for lack of
jurisoiotioD; the vote for conviction was 85 to
25, not two-thirds for conviction.
11. The grasshoppere appeared in large num-
bers in Nebraska.
15. Both houses of Congress adjourned sine
did.
19. Six Fenians, who escaped from penal
servitude in Australia, arrived at New York in
the whaling bark Catalpa.
28. The Servians defeated the forks with
heavy loss.
81. Saltan Murad Y. deposed because of his
mental infirmities; Abdul Hamid proclaimed
his successor.
SEPTEMBER.
3. A destruotive fire desolated SI Hyacinthe,
Canada.
11. Forty Servian cowards were shot.
15. The Centennial trophy presented to the
American Rifle Team, at Gilmore's Gardens,
New York, in the presence of a large number
of spectators.
16. An armistice for ten days agreed to by
Turkey and Servia. Gen. Crook's expedition
destroyed an Indian village, killed 14 In-
dians, and captured a large lot of stores.
28. Pennsylvania daf drew 250,000 people
to the Exhibition. Snow fell in the Catskills.
OCTOBER.
4. A grandson of President Harrison, in
Kentucky, attacked and fatally wounded a
young lady who rejected him.
9. A fire in Cleveland destroyed property
valued at several hundred thousand dollars.
11. By the burning of the steamboat South-
ern Belle, at Baton Rouge, La., ten lives were
lost.
16. A Russian national loan of $204,000,000
resolved upon.
17. A fire at Louisville destroyed property
valued at upward of $600,000.
HOVEMBEB.
I. The Dutch maritime canal formally
opened.
5. Foot hundred lodges of Cheyennes Bor-
dered to Gen. Miles.
7. An onsucoeeefnl attempt made at Spring-
field, 111., to steal the remains of Abraham
Lincoln.
9. News received of a great cyclone and tidal
wave in India ; 250,000 lives lost
10. The Centennial Exposition formaliy
closed bv President Grant
II. The Emperor of Russia made an impor-
tant speech at Moscow, declaring in effect that
he will declare war in case Turkey refuses the
guarantees he will demand.
22. In Mexico, Chief Justioelgleeiaa revolted
and declared himself provisional President
The time of the South Carolina canvassers be-
ing up, they adjourned sine die, first declaring
the State for Bayee and the Republican State
ticket, and a Republican majority in the Legis-
lature.
26. Arrival of Wm. M. Tweed, who is re-
turned to his old quarters in Ludlow street
jail The South Carolina elnvaaeere sent to
jail for contempt of court
27. The Florida canvassers organized and
invited Northern gentlemen to be present at
their meeting!. The imprisoned South Caro-
lina canvassers liberated from jail by the Uni-
ted States Cotst — •
28. The Democrats and Republicans of the
lower house of the Booth Carolina Legisla-
ture each organized as a separate body ; the
former were excluded from the State House
by BUte offioere. supported by troops. One of
Gen. Crook’s officers captured an Indian vil-
lage of 100 lodges.
30. Thanksgiviig day generally observed
with greet beertinem all over the country.
DECEMBER.
1. A fire at New Orleans destroyed over 100
houses, with a total lose between $300,000 and
$400,000.
2. Two members of the Republican House
in South Carolin* joined the Democratic organ-
ization ; the rival houses remained in joint
session for 36 hours.
4. Congrees met for the second session ;
Samuel J. Randall of Pennsylvania, chosen
Speaker of the House of BepreeenUtivee, vice
Hon. M. C. Kerr, deceased.
5. Awful calamity in Brooklyn, N. Y.; the
principal theater or the dty destroyed by fire,
and 800 of the audience perished ta the
flames ; intense excitement over the terrible
catsstrophe.
6. The Electoral Colleges met in the several
States and cast their votes for President ; much
excitement throughout the country. The re-
mains of Baron de Palm cremated at Washing-
ton, Pa. The President sent a message to
Congress containing a letter from Senator
Sherman and other* on the emotion in Louisi-
ana,
7. News from Mexico that the capital has
been captured by the revolntionisto.
9. Burial in Brooklyn of 100 unrecognized
and friendless victims of the theater disaster.
10. Intelligence from Mexico that President
Lerdo and hie Cabinet had been made prison-
ers by Gen. Diaz’s forces, and that Gen. Es-
cotiedo had been shot
IB. Indiana Democrats held a consultation
and issued an address calling for mass meet-
ings. An ioe- jam in the river at St. Louis de-
stroyed steamboat property valued at $200,000.
14. Wade Hampton sworn in as Governor of
South Carolina, thus giving the SUte k duality
of Governors. Great fires at Bolivar. Tenn.,
and Little Rook. Ark.; knees $200,000 and
$150,000, respectively.
21. A remarkable aerolite passes through the
sky from Kansas to New York, at 9 p.m., emit-
ting a brilliant light and causing m$oh wonder-
ment.
23- Great storm on the Scotch coast; several
vessels wrecked, and many lives lost.
25. News of a successful revolution in San
Domingo ; Baez reinstated as President.
NECROLOGY ©F 1870.
JANUABY.
1. Timothy Dodd, the oldeet merchant of Bos-
ton, aged 95.
2. Hon. John H. Clifford, ex Governor of
Massachusetts, aged 66, at New Bedford.
9. At Boston, Dr. Samuel G. Howe, an emi-
nent Burgeon and philanthropist, and inventor
of the alphabet of raised letters for the blind,
aged 75.
10. At Washington, John Wilson, ex-Com-
missioner of the General Land Olfloe. At Bos-
ton, Commodore Stephen Decatur. U. S. N.
At New York, Benj. Downing, the oldest Odd
Fellow in the world, aged 102.
11. In ftew Mexico, Gen. Gordon Granger, a
distinguished Federal General during the late
war, aged 52.
15. At Greenville. Tenn
late ex-Preeident Johnson, aged 65.
nn., the widow of the
23. At Edinburgh, George Harvey, the cele-
brated Bootoh painter. At Frankville, Md., ex*
Gov. Francis Thomas— killed by a railway col-
lision.
28. At Washington city, Hon. Henry H. Stark-
weather, Representative in Congress from the
Third District of Connecticut. At Pesth, Hun-
gary, the great statesman Francis Desk.
FEBRUARY.
1. At London, Eng., John Forster, an emi-
nent man of letters, and specially distinguished
as the biographer of Landor and Dickens,
aged 63.
6. At Brooklyn, N. Y., Rear Admiral String-
ham, of tho United Stat# navy.
9. Suddenly, at Annapolis, Md., Roverdy
Johnson, the eminent jurist and statesman.
14. At Boston, Thomas Barry, the veteran
actor, aged 78.
18. At Boston, Charlotte Cushman, the dis-
tinguished actress, aged 60.
MARCH.
1. In England, Lady Augusta Stanley, wife
of Dean Stanley.
21. In England, Col. Charles G. Chesney,
author of “ The Battle of Dorking.'*
22. In South Manchester, Ct.. Ward Cheney,
President of the Silk Association of America,
aged 63 years.
APRIL.
10. In New York city, Alexander Turney
Stewart, the great merchant pnnoe, aged 73.
20. In England, the Right Hon. Georgo
William Lyttleton, aged 59.
25. In New York, Barney Williams, a promi-
nent actor, aged 53.
28. In England, Thomas Aird, the poet,
aged 74.
MAV.
25. In England, Henry Kingsley, the author.
28. At (,’inolnnatl George M. D. Bloss, one
of the editors of the Cincinnati Enquirer, and
known as the worst scribe in the world, aged
JUNE.
8. At Amherst, Mass., Dr. William A. Stearns,
President of Amherst College, aged 71. At
Paris, France, Mme. George Sand, the cele-
brated novelist, aged 72.
15. At London, England, Dr. Julius H.
Petermann, the wall-known Orientalist, aged
20. At Portland, Me., John Neal, a well-
known author, aged 83. In Mexico, the famous
Mexican General, Lopez de Santa Anna, aged
78.
27. In England. Miss Harriet Martineau, the
authorees, aged 75.
JULY.
6. In Paris, Franoe, M. Casimir-Perier, the
well-known statesman, aged 65.
8. At Louisville, Ky., Hon. Edward Y. Par-
sons, Memtier of Congress.
19. At Cincinnati Ohio, Hon. George E.
Pugh, an eminent lawyer, and a politician of
the old school aged 54.
26. The Hon. Allen T. Caperton, United
States Senator from West Virginia, aged 66.
AUGUST.
15. In England, Henry Lowther, Earl of
Lonsdale, aged 58.
30. In Paris, Felioien David, the celebrated
French musical composer.
SEPTEMBER;
12 In Richmond, Va., ex-Gov. Henry A,
Wise, aged 70.
14. In St. James pari«h, La., Robert Barn-
well Rhett, Sr, an old-time South Carolina
politteian, aged 75,
18. In New York dty, the Rev. Edmnnd
Stover Janes, senior Bishop of theM. E.
Church of the United Stated aged 69. At
Fishkili, N. Y., Prof. Charles Davies, the
mathematician, and author of “Davies’
Arithmetic,” sged 78.
23. At Edinburgh, Scotland, George Alfred
Lawrence, author of “Guy Livingstone,” and
other novels, sged 49.
27. At Galveston, Texas, Braxton Bragg, a
General in the Confederate army, aged 61 In
Bavaria. Joseph Ernst von Bandel, the dis-
tinguished German sculptor, sged 76.
OCTOBER.
1. In Ban Francisco, Cal, James Lick, tbs
philanthropist, aged 80. In New York, Rev.
John P. Durbin, D. D , sged 76.
11. George Hsinrioh Pertz, the German his-
torian. In England, the Marquis of Tweed-
NOVEMBER.
6. At Rome, Cardinal Antonslll
DECEMBER.
7. At New York, Dr. Edward L Sears, an
eminent scholar and writer.
14. At Washington. Inspector General James
A. Hardie, of the United States army.
17. At Providence, R. L, ex-Gov. William
Oozzens. At Pittsfield, Mast., Gen. William
F. Bartlett
23. At New York, Col William R, VermMye,
of the well-known banking house of Vtrmilje
A ThrllllDr Tragedy.
L. S. Hill, an old and highly respected
citizen of Shelby county, Tenn., was re-
cently sliot and killed by Galley Bond
under the following circumstance*:
Bond had been paying attention to Hill's
daughter, a more jjirl of 14 years of age,
and visited Mr. Hill an hour before tne
shooting, and after some conversation he
went off saying that he would return in
an hour. Bond went to his own house,
procured a double-barreled shotgun, re-
turned to Mr. Hill, and shot him through
the door of his own house, firing five
pistol balls through his body after he
fell from the first shot. After seeing
that his victim was down and dead, he
seized the young lady, actually dragging
her over the dead body of her father, and
carried her by force before a neighboring
minister and demanded to be married to
her. The girl refused, when Bond
threatened to kill her. The minister’s
wife called Bond's attention to the
i purs
this time some neighbors rode np to the
proaoh of a posse in rsuit of him. Tt
minister's house, when the young lady
was taken from her captor and locked up
in a room secure from any posaibUitv of
his carrying out his threat to kill her.
Bond had been riding all the night pre-
vious, and had so jaded his hone that he
required another on which to make his
escape. This he accomplished by de-
liberately shooting one of the horsemen,
so wounding him that he fell frCm his
horse, which he mounted and rode to
the residence of Mr. Parsons, a few mile*
distant, and made a forcible exchange
for a fine gray animal, on which he was
last seen riding westward toward the
Mississippi river, making good his escape
far from all pursuers.
Walter’s Impressions of America.
Mr. Walter, of the London Timei,
has had the interviewer after him to get
his impressions of the United States.
This is what the London correspondent
of the Liverpool Mercury says :
11 Mr. Walter, of the Timet, has re-
turned to England with very pleasant
impressions of the United States. Se
told one of the people who interviewed
him that the Centennial was the best ex-
hibition which had been held. He was
amazed at the generosity of the railway
companies in carrying him everywhere
gratuitously, and at the infatuation of
the country, which, after having by its
exhibition called the world to compete
with it, still maintained protective du-
ties. He had admirable opportunities
of witnessing the contest for the Presi-
dency, and came to the conclusion that
it cost more to make a President than
to keep a prince. Some one was bold
enough to ask him if he had seen any
rivals of the Timet, to which he replied
with a smile and a shake of the head.”
Poison in the Cocktail.
A very curious case recently reported
from St. Mary’s Hospital may terve as a
valuable caution to early risers and to
conscientious publicans. This man, a
cab washer, had completely lost the use
of his upper extremities, while his voice
was reduced to the merest whisper. On
being questioned, he stated that, as he
usually finished his work just as the
public houses opened, he always had the
very first glass of beer or gin that was
served in the morning— that is to say,
the liquor which had remained all night
in the draw-pipe in contact with lead.
His gums showed the well-known blue
line indicative of lead poisoning, and
other confirmatory symptoms existed
which need not be detailed here. Some
of the gin which he drank every morn-
ing having been procured and tested,
gave 1 -430th of a grain per fluid ounoe.
He was ultimately cured by the use of
iodide of potassium and galvanic baths.
—London Sanitary Record,
A Remarkable Memory.
Of Hugh Miller's gigantio memory
Dr. Guthrie once told a surprising
story. Conversing one day concerning
a municipal discussion on some matter
connected with chinch affairs, Miller
said it reminded him of a discussion in
Galt’s novel of “The Provost,” and
thereupon proceeded at great length to
relate what Provost This, and Bailie
That, Councillor The Other said on the
matter; but when he reached the
“Convener of the Trades” he came
suddenly to a halt. He was annoyed at
having forgotten the speech, and, get-
ting a copy o! the novel, he found the
place and read it, excusing himself for
his lailnre of memory. “Bnt what
was our astonishment, said Guthrie,
“ on getting hold of the book, to find
that Miller had repeated pages almost
verbatim, though it was some fifteen
years or more since he had read the
novel 1” __ _
A cenic opera company, composed of
Commodore Nutt, six other dwarfs as
small, and Col. Goshen, the giant, is
traveling in the West They play
“Jack, the Giant Killer,” Goshen, of
coarse, personating the giant They
enter a town with Gbehen riding ahead
on an immense horse, and the dwarfs
following in a tiny carriage.
No MOBS sneibno or bad smella in
your nose. Catarrh ta cured by Dr. J. H.
McLean* Catarrh Snuff. It soothes and re-
lieve* irritation. Trial boxes 50c, by mail Dr.
J. H. McLean, 314 Chestnut, Bt Louis.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, December 30, 1870.
HOW TO COHNS.
The absence of' provision in the Con-
atitution or the laws for trying conlcsts in
the presidential election is after alUhe first
difficulty to be met in this crisis. Whether
Ijouisianna and Florida and Oregon have
severally voted one way or the other, or
whether they have voted at all, can be de-
termined, or at least decided, after we
have once established a tribnnal for decis-
ion. The constitution places the appoint-
ment of presidential electors in the hands
of the stales, hut the fathers did not pre-
sume to contemplate all the contingencies
which might arise, and certainly failed to
provide for the case of double returns in
the vote of a state as sent to the capitol.
Neither the president of the Senate, the
House, nor the Semite has express consti-
tutional authority for deciding between the
right and the wrong in such case, and yet
necessity compels some one or some two
of these authorities to make the choice.
If necessity knows no law, it may equally
be said to know no constitution; it creates
its own law and its own constitution, to
match the emergency.
The power of even both houses of Con-
gress to reject the vote of a state is a dan-
gerous one, and plainly should not be ex-
ercised except in the gravest case, namely,
wheie the danger from the acceptance of
tin- prima facie return over balances the
danger, from the assumption of new or
merely Implied powers. Such seems to be
the present circumstances in Louisiana.
The character of the state government
there was so bad in 1872, that the presi-
demial vote of the state was rejected in
both houses of a republican Congress. Its
)>>story since in successive elections, as il-
lustrated in the reports to Congress, gives
no evidence of reform, and all the tceti-
nmny as to its status in November, 1870,
and as to the manner and motives of the
process by which the electoral vote of the
state was given to Hayes, show that the
prima facie result is false. Which will be
the most baleful as a precedent, or the
most dishonorable in itself,— the senile
ac:eptance of such a result, or the asser-
tion of the power by Congress to reject en-
tirely this flagrant violation of the state’s
suffrage in the electoral college, as was
done in 1872?
It will conduce greatly to the elevation
of the result above a mere partisan expe-
dient, and consequently to the satisfaction
und honor of the country, if the decision
of the questions involved can be referred
h\ Congress to a judicial tribunal, the su-
preme court. Failing that, Congress must
itself fix the terms of its own arbitration,
whether it will follow the precedent of
1872, and reject the vote of Louisiana en-
tirely, and then proceed, as provided by
tiie coDHitlition, when there is a failure to
elect,, of whatever may be the course
adopted.
In any event, the pressing question now
is not whether Hayes or Tilden is elected,
hut how shall the electoral votes he legally
counted. Senator Edmunds is certainly
doing not only the country but his party
a service in making that the first question,
for until that is Settled, the prospect ahead
is little better than usurpation or anarchy.
Appropriation bills are of no consequence
in comparison, for they can be passed any.
time before next July. The constitution
of ii legal tribunal to count the votes is not
only the first thing in order, hut a matter
of the very highest concern. Are there
not statesmen enough in both houses of
Congress to appreciate the gravity of the
situation, to rise above the small tricks of
piiriisnos, and to rescue the country from
thcevils threatened by brawling politicians
of both \)m\z$1--Spriri{]fidd Republican.
ing public opinion in behalf of their rights
to the presidency, they expressly disavow
any intention to resort to violence, and
will make their contest through the moral
forces and by legal means alone.
It is not safe to trust the daily reports
of the Washington political barometer.
It is a fickle instrument at best, and the
special correspondents from whom we
learn of it are hilt partial observers. If
the two or three congressmen whom they
happen to meet on 14th street or in the
lobbies of the caplto) have had a comfort-
able breakfast, and feel good-natured, the
barometer rises, and the country is glad-
dened by learning that "a better feeling
prevails at the national capital, and we
may even hope that the presidential dis-
pute will he adjusted”— adjusted is a fa-
vorite word in a Washington dispatch—
“without the dire conflict of arms.” If
the breakfast things were otherwise, or
the correspondent happen to meet a differ-
ent set of congressmen, who have a good
many relations in office or a good many
whom they want to put in office, then the
aspect of affairs is different, and the coun-
try is saddened wilh^alarmingsuggestions,
and men are advised to sell their stocks
and burnish up their war implement.
Perhaps there is no reason to complain of
this. Tire Washington correspondent is
simply a mirror that reflects whatever
passes before him, and his duty is achiev-
ed when he reflects faithfully, liut it is
well enough for the country to understand
just how it is, and not he too unduly en- ,
couraced on the one day, nor too sudden,
ly discouraged the next.
First Ward Grocery House.
HW Finn! Hew Goods! How Prices!
At the Store formerly occupied by
Slooter&Higgins, Cor. Nth k Fish St.
ugar, Tea, Coffee, Syrup, Tobacco, Etc.
At prices that will astonish the best buyers in Holland City. '
No tricks or bates-Honest weights and meas-
ures to all.
^pfriat polices.
We buy goods and produce for cash and with a small profit
added we offer the same for
OUST LY
Our stock consists of a greater variety and better quality
than has heretofore been sold in this city. We have aimed
in making our selections, to get
ONLY PURE GOODS.Th carriedon it has been next to an ImpoMlbilUy
for u consumer to get that which U til to eat. amt the mroug competition in buntne™ has In-
creased the demand f.-r Impure goods, ami the result In that nine out every ten merchants
keep mostly tinnure goods We think the citizens demand better goods and
are In for KKHOK >1— and as we are the first to make the start, we hope
to be encouraged with a portion of ymr patronage.
The Goods are all HEW AHD PULE.
I j w,e can convince all that we are selling PURE GOODS at the same price that arc being
sh are 'of the "pa t rotmge ̂  *lr Ct alle,,ilon 10 bueinew “d management we hope to gain a liberal
Good News.
The finest Coffins and Caskets ever ex-
hibited in this city for sale at reasonable
prices at46-4w H. MEYER & CO.
Without a Parallel.
We believe that the wonderful results
accomplished by the use of “Shiloh'* Con-
mmpticn Cure" are without a parallel in
the history of Medicine. Those who dis-
believe this and have occasion to try it,
can he convinced without expense to them-
selves. Its success is so wonderful and
sure that we sell it on a guarantee to cure
Conaumptlon, Bronchitis, Coughs, Hoarse-
ness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup.
In these cases or any Lung trouble don’t
fail to try it, it may save your life, while
I it will cost you nothing if it gives you no
relief. Call at the Drug Store of J. 0.
Doesburg, No. 70, 8lh street and Wm. Van
Putten, River street, Holland, Mich., and
get a trial bottle 10 cents «r a regular size
for 50 cts. or $1, sold elsewhere by dealers
generally.
“Hackmetack” a new and delightful
Perfume sold by the above dealers.
Cheap ! Cheap !
A fine assortment of all kinds of furni-
ture just received and all sold as low as the
lowest at
40-4 w II. MEYER & CO.
Ilfw |UU!crti$icments.
A Good opportunity for a Grist Mill.
Inquire of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
City Lots for Sale Cheap at
E. J. II A Mil. XG TON.




Outwardly there is not much change in
the political situation; inwardly there is
considerable There is little or no open
republican protest yet to the stealing of
the Louisiana and Florida votes for presi-
dent, or to the plan of counting in Hayes
by flic president of the Senate with these
stolen votes and with-a wise party dis-
crimination as tb the disputed vote from
Oregon; but there is evidently with new
evidence in increased realization among re-
publicans that those votes were stolen,
and an increasing conviction that it won’t
do to take (lie presidency on the strength
of them and by the decision of a single
man. Consequently, we hear less positive
assertion that Hayes is elected and shall
be inaugurated, an increased soberness
and doubt, and a growing feeling that
Congress not only must be allowed hut
must be required to adjudicate upon the
dispute.
On the other hand, also, the democrats
show a still more conservative temper.
The republican extremists even cannot
force them into a resort to arms to main-
tain their rights. They do not claim the
presidency on the Oregon vote; Got Til-
den, indeed, says he doesn’t want to take
it on auy technicality, as against the votes
of the people. They insist only that the
Oregon question shall open the way for
Congress to consider the Louisiana ques-
tion as welljlnd, while they arc marshal-
If you need a new Suit of
Clothes for yourself or boys
go to
e. j. Harrington.
DKRSU B0°TS' SUOm 011 HUli-
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Do not miss your opportun-
ity for F urs, call on
E. J. IIARRIXGTOX.
HATS and CAPS cheaper than at whole-
col#* f|t
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Groceries of the best qual-
ity and very cheap at
E.J. HARRINGTON.
GlaHHwarc,
ed at the Cheap Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.




Wm. COLEMAN & CO.,
EIGHTH STREET CORNER OF FISH STR.
IN S LOOTERS’ BRICK STORE,
Mr. FRANK SLODTE It remains with as, winking to nee all of bis old cuBtomcrs and a ho»t ofor on . *
37-tf
WM. COLEMAN & CO.
J. W. Bosnian,
Merchant Tailor,






One door Went of VAN LAN DKOEN’D & MELTS
and now offer* a full line of good* and at *nch rca-
nonable price*. Out It will he to the advantage of
every one to come and Inquire. We have amide
'--•ilr - -facilities in our new quarters to make up clothing
at short notice.
ill KINDS OF Mi FMIiSlHE CHS,
















see ourGive us a call and
Goods.
J. W. BOSMAN.
Holland. Deo. 2. 1870. 42-ly
BMKlt IMPiin
Livery, hie aadkrd Slalle,
BARX WEST OF CITY HOTEL.
Fine horses and beautiful carriages, cutters, and
all kinds of vehicles can always he obtained at our
stable at reasonable rates.
GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED.
GIVE US A TRIAL.
TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
E. J. Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupkll.




NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland. - - - Michigan.
The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
Guartintee satisfaction.. Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house in the cltv.
They keep constantly oi hand a rhoicc variety of
Ladies and Children si ocs ami gaiters.
Repairing neatly done, and at
Short Notice, - - . .
84-1 y W. & II. ELFERDINK,
One Step toward Tem-
perance.
I have this day reduced the whole scale of
prices to
5 Cents a Drink.
O. Blom, Jr.
Holland. Dec. 21st, 187C.
Sure Care.
.v-Fm1. Consumption, bronchltie. usthaira, catarrh,
throafand lung diseases. Also a sure relief and
Hne, whlft eorad a venerable missionary Physt-
in who was long a resident of Syrl* and the
ist, and who ha< freely given this valuable specific
sold, also Potatoes, Park etc. at
TTl V v w rmutit tiln KamsaA#* ttfk *w%ta* i*<w. 1 . 1* ft.!.. . J
E. J. Harbinton.
possible benefits, and his now feels It hts tiered
Christian dutr to Impart toothers this wonderful
Invigorating remedy, add will send FREE Uioorig.
Inal recipe complete, with full directions, to any
person enclosing stamp for reply,
DR. CLARK A. Ko It II I NS,
(P. O. Box 78.)
Gre4y Block, Syracuse, N. Y.
44-«m.
The opportunity for Great
^ * _ . • _ A. * 1 i lit
.„?or.u^lZ'n^dtoiten9i is s?1 open at tlie






































































HOUSE, STORE and LOT
I offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, being on the South
East corner of Ninth and Market Streets. City of
Holland. The buildings are all new. It is r des
irable location for any kind of bulslness. Termseasy. D. TE ROLLER.
Hollan: , Mich., March 8, 1S75. 3-tf
Boots and Shoos.
A new stock of Goods has Just been opened, and
we can state to the Public that It has been
bought expressly for this season of the year.
It is of the Latest Styles o!
Ladies, Gents,Youths, Misses
AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.
Our Intention Is to offer these goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and
examine.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
imim DONE ON SHORT NOTICE
Cash Paid for Hides
L. 8PRIET8MA & SON
Holland, February 26, 1874.
-Kcl-ty
NOTICE!
I the undersigned having become sole proprietor
of the furutture house, formerly under the firm
name of
J. M. Reidsema & Son.






ow Shades,• , i •' —i i *
Feathers & Feather Beds,
• — at —
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
All thf goods arc marked down, and l hereby wl
to; gpod will and patronage of the public.let t the-
81 MON RIEDSEMA.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 18, 1870.
H. Wijkhnijssn,
ImWtims
Offers his services as such to the public and wiM
A Breyman, has now started for himself in tke
store of Xr J. ALBEBS, at
No. 52, Eighth Street.
Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew-
elry business, and Mr. Wijkhuijsen to the Watches.
However, each of them will wait on the public iu
absence of the other. They have a large and beau
tiful stock of Clocks and Watches, which they oflur
for sale cheap.
CALL AND SEE.






Having succeeded the late firm of G. Van Putten
A Co., ut the same stand und in the same business
wishes to advertise through the columns of the











A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.
ET CALL AND SEE.
G. VAN PUTTEN.
Holland, Aug. 2, 1876.
Mark these Pacts.
The Testimony of the Whole World,
HOLLO WATT’S FILL.
"I had no appetite; Holloway’s Pills gave me a
hearty one."
"Your Rills are marvellous."
"I send for another box, and keep them in tha
house."
"Dr. Holloway has cured ray headache that waa
chronic."
"I gave one of your Pills fo my babe for cholera
morbus. The dear little thing got well In a day."
"My nausea of a morning Is now cured.’
"Your box of Holloway's Ointment cured me of
‘notnoises iu the head. I rubbed some of your Oint-
ment behind the cars, and the noise has’ left."
‘•Send me two boxes; I want one fora poor fam-
ily.’’
"I enclose a dollar; your price is2.r> cents, but
the medicine to me is worth a dollar."
"Send me five boxes of your Pills.”
Let me have three boxes of your Pills by return
mail for Chills and Fever."
I have over 200 such testimonials as these, but
want of space compels me to conclude.
For Cutaneous Disorders,
And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointment Is
most invaluable. It does not heal externally alone’
but penetrates with the most searching effects to
the very root of the evil.
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS
Invariably cure the following diseases ;
Disorders of the Kidneys.
In all diseases affecting these organs, whether
they secret too much or two little water; or
whether they he afflicted wilh stone or gravel, or
with aches and pains settled in the loins over tho
regions of the kidneys, these Pills should betak-
en according t<> the printed directions, and tho
Ointment should be well rubbed Into the small of
the hack at bed time. This treatment will give
almost immediate relief when all other meant
have failed.
For Stomachs Out of Order.
No medicine will so effectually Improve the tone
of the Btomach as these Pills; they temove all acid-
ity occasioned cither bv intemperance or Improp
erdiet. They reach tnc liver and reduce It to a
healthy action; they are wonderfully efficacious In
cases of spasm— in fact they never tall in curing
all disorders of the liver and stomach.
HoLLOWAY’8 PILLS are the heft known in tht
world for the following diseases: Ague. Asthma,
Billions Complaints, Blotches on the Skin. Bowels,
Consumption, Debility, Dropsv, Dysentery. Fry-
slj.elas, Female ̂regularities, Fevers of nil kinds,
Kits, G«ut. Headache, Indigestion, Inflamation,
Jaundice, Liver Complaints, Lumbago. P'les. Rhe-
umatism, R-tcntlon of urine, Pcrofuln or King’s
Evil, Hore Throats, Btone ami Gravel. Tic Doulour-
eux, Tumors, Ulcers, Worms, of all kinds. Weak-
ness from any cause, etc.
IMPORTANT CAUTION.
None are genuine unless the signature of J. Hav-
dock, as agent lor the United Sta'es, snrronnda
each box ot Pills, and Ointment. A handsome re-
ward will be given to anyone rendering such In-
formation as may lead to the detection of any
partv or parties counterfeiting the medicines or
vending the same, knowing them to be spurious,
,* hold at the nmi.ufaciorv of professor Hollo
war A Co.. New York, and by all respectable drug,
gists and dealers In medicine throughout the civH-
ized world, In boxes at 25 cents, 82 cents and $t.rld,
each.
WT There Is considerable saving by taking the
larger sixes. ̂  t .
N B.— Directions for the guidance of patients in
every disorder are affixed to each box.
OffiQ!, 112 Liberty Street, New Yoik.
39-ly
DR. SCHOUTEFS
AMI-BILIOUS AHD EftECTORAM BILL?
Have a specific Influence upon the Liver ari
Bowels, and stimulate these organs into such vk~
orous action that the Impediments arc removeu.
Favorably knowt by operating mildly.
They prevent all irregularities originating from
Impurities of the Blood.










' Maxistkk is indiilginji in small pox.
A Happy New Year.
Everybody seems lo indulge in n sleigh
ride.
Religious services were held on Christ-
mas Day in the True Dutch Reformed
Church.
The Post Office will be open on New
Year’s Day from 9 to 10 a. m. and from 4
to 5 p. m.
Geo. W. McBride, Prosecuting Attorney
‘elect, left us on Tuesday last, to take up
his residence at the county seat.
-- -
A temperance meeting was held on
Tuesday night, but owing to a lack of
sufficient attendance the proposed debate
was postponed one month.
J. Vkhpi.ankk, Hheriff-clecr, will leave
for Grand Haven next week.
We noticed Mr. Van Strien, publisher
of the Stuudaard, in town on Tuesday
last.
SiiicianiNQ is excellent, uud Holland has
a lively appearance,
Around Muskegon twenty inches of
snow are reported, and more of the beauti-
ful coming.
There is to be an International Horti-
« rv tt . ..... \ cultural Exhibition on a very grand scale
Hon. D. B. K Van Raalle will leaveY AmBterJam nextye,r
for Lansing on Tuesday next, to take lily
seat In the State Legislature.
Yesterday the Odd Fellows of this
city went in a body to Saugatuck, by
sleighs, to assist at the funeral of a brother
Odd Fellow by name of C. Miller.
The school of District No. 4, township
of Holland, wore out on a sleighing ex-
cursion on Wednesday last, and made a
gay appearance it) passing through the
city.
The danciug club had another dance
on Friday night and the attendance was
larger than usual. Prof. Gee furnishes
the music for this club and gives general
satisfaction.
List of letters remaining in i lie Office at
Holland, Mich., Dec. 28, 1876: Daniel
Blaekmur, Alex Snyder, Mrs. Waggle
Todd.
W.m. Veubkek, P. M.
“Gkn’lkmen,” exclaimed an old Con-
cecticut salt, as he grasped tho brawneyBrother Moody, in one of his Chicago
meetings, asked all to rire who would |arm a laic College oarsman, and called
promise not to offer strong drink to callers |^e company's attention to its muscular
•on New Year’s Day. Nearly the whole
•congregation stood up.
Wb notice the arrival in town of Peter
Schaap and 8. Kuiper from Orange City,
Iowa. They bring a favorable account of
that settlement, and their appearance tes-
tifies for the health of tliat region.
Unity Lodge No. 191 of X. F. & A. M.
Installed their newly elected officers on
Wednesday night Jast. After the cere-
monies were over they adjourned to the
basement of E. J. Harrington's building
and partook of an oyster supper.
Buffalo Bill, in Ids travels with hi?
new play, “The Red Right Hand,” ex-
hibits a scalp which he says was taken by
him from the head of an Indian chief
named Yellow Hand. The scalping forms
a scene in the drama. Buffalo Bill’s,
sense of propriety is not nice.
development, “Gen’lemcn, thar’sintclleck
foryer!”
The centennial of the battle of Trenton
was celebrated at Tuenton, N. J. on Tues-
day, Dec. 20th, by a sham battle. The
Hessians were again defeated, anil com-
pelled to surrender The “dead” were
carried into the neighboring saloons, and
restored to consciosnesa.
The Odd Fellows held an election o
officers on Tuesday night, resulting in the
choice of the following gentlemen.
JvKrnmer, N. G.
A. Weltou, V. G.
N. W. Bacon, li. S.
J. Hummel, Trails
M. Harrington, Representative to Gran
lodge.
The Methodist Church people cele-
brated Christmas in their edifice in a very
appropriate manner, displaying a hand-
some Christinas tree. Other ceremonies
were indulged in of which we did not
learn the particulars, but we are informed
that the congregation was well pleased.
The French army is Democratic to the
'core. The young Due de Z - , a Volun-
teer in a cavalry regiment, was sweeping
the barrack room the other day, when his
corporal rebuked him for the manner in
which he did his work, and asked him if
he fancied that he was still sweeping ills
drawing room.
Geo. W. McBride and J. Verplankc
gave a nice little farewell supper to our
city fathers on Christinas evening, at L. T.
Kunters, .before leaving for Grand Ilavcny^16 'vatc'r- The huge waves spent their
English papers tell of a sea cuptam, re-
cently arrived from Bombay, who saved
his vessel during a hurricane of two days’
uration by tilling two canvas hags with
il, puncturing each slightly, and towing
hem astern. The oil spread slowly over
A few special friends wer
the whole arrangement bei
formal character, it passed
friendly spirit.
--- -----
A bride on a railroad cur, seeing her
husband take something rolled up in
force at some -distance, and around the
ship was a large space of calm water.
Beecher begins to feel it. He said in
his sermon last Sunday: “Sometimes
while travelling I have chanced to open a
pleasant ami entertaining conversation
brown paper from his pocket, snatched it • wui, a stranger who did not know me.
from his hands and threw it out of the ; per|)„pS some on(; e|se |mg whispered to
window saying, that he hud promised to | |,jm who I was, and all at once his Ian-
give up chewing tobacco. The young ̂ ,age has undergone a most remarkable
man told her that she had thrown away change— and not for the better, either.”
all the money he had in the world. j
----- ----- I For New Year’s presents we refer our
The Shakespearean Club had another readers to the elegant stock of jewelry and
pleasant meeting on Wednesday evening. | 0I|K.r flne jr,)0ds of Joslin & Breyman.
The subject was ‘Much Ado About Noth- 1 This firm carries a larger and handsomer
ing.” Music was interspersed through
tho evening program, and altogether this
Club is enjoying a good time. The next
meeting will be held at the residcuceof II.
Walsh, on the evening of January 17th,
1877.
The Congressional Commission on Chi-
nese Immigration is now in session in San
Francisco. Major John T. Tobin, of the
imperial army of China testified: “I never
saw but ten weddings there in four years.
The higher classes purchase their wives
and marry them openly. As a rule the
lower classes do not marry, but merely
make private conti acts of marriage. These
women are never true to their husbands.
1 have known men ito leave their wives,
together with a bill of sale, to a creditor,
as payment of the debt.”
Ouu markets are active. Winter Wheat
is quoted at $1,20 pr. bu., uud flour at
$0,75 pr. hrl.; feed, $22,00 pr. ton; feed
pr. 100 lb., $1,25; Buckwheat 90c. pr. bu;
Barley pr. 100 lb., $1,25; Fine Corn Meal
pr. 100 lb., $1,75; coarse, do., $1,30; Po-
tatoes, 60c. pr. bu. ; Butter, 15c. pr. ft. ;
Eggs, 23c. pr. doz. ; Beans, $1,20 pr. bu.;
Pork is active at $6.00@7.00 pr. 100 ft.;
Beef, $4,00@5,00 pr. 100 ft. ; Chickens, 8c
pr. ft.; Turkeys, 8@9c. pr. lb., dressed;
Live Chickens, 4c; Live Turkeys, 7@8c pr
lb. Wood is steady at $1,50 for Maple,
stove wood, and $1,25 for Beach.
A New Orleans (La.) special says: “A
dispatch from Fort Davis states that the
Mexican revoluiionists have captured Mr.
Miller, an American banker at Chihuahua,
and demand $8,000 in gold as the ransom
of his release. Col. Andrews, with a
force of infantry, cavalry, and artillery,
has gone to his rescue. The revolutionists
are reported 400 strong, and have threat-
ened to shoot Miller if they cannot hold
him. A fight is inevitable.”
The last Leap Year ride of the season
came off on Thursday evening last, and
was participated in by about ten couples.
The point of destination was the residence
of G. C. Jones, 01i,re Centre, where the
party were courtiously received, as they
have frequently been heretofore on such
occasions. A good supper was furnished
by the ladies, after which the party in-
dulged in dancing until the ‘wee small’
hours of morning. It was on the whole a
successful affair, and the gentlemen regret
that leap year comes only once in four
years.
- -
Among the lute dispatches from China
we find the following: “The largest fire
Tukio since April 18, 1872, occurred Nov.
29, beginning Just before midnight and
lasting about eight hours. Sixty-five
streets, containing 5,000 bouses were total-
ly destroyed. Fifty lives are beiievod to
have been lost. The loss of pro|>erty is
estimated at $10,000,000. The residence
of tho Austrian minister was burned.
That of thd United States minister nar-
rowly escaped. Prompt and effective meas*
urea were taken by the government for
the relief of the suffers in the burnt dis-
trict
. — ̂
The carnonfa tree, a species of the
palm, which flourishes without culture at
Bahai, Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil, is of
immense value. The root possesses prop-
erties similar lo those of the sarsaparilla;
the trunk furnishes a superior fibre, as
well as a flower similar to maizena; the
pulp of its fruit is very palatable; and the
oily nut, when roasted and pulverized is
a good substitute for coffee. The trunk,
when young, yields wine, vinegar, a sac-
carbine matter, and a species of gum re-
sembling sago; the leaves produce a wax
irotn which excellent candles are made,
and the fall-grown wood is adapted to the
manufacture of musical instruments, drain
pipes, and water conduits. *
The newly organized Free Methodist so
ciciy at Battle Creek, Mich., has leased the
Dutch Reformed Church, ami are holding
a series of protracted meetings.
The first direct shipment to a European
port ever made from Brunswick, Ga., oc-
curred on the 7th, when the British steam-
ship Student took 1,717 bales of cotton for
Liver|w»ol.
A farmer of Mount Bethel township
cut open an old hornet’s nest last week just
to examine its Interior arrangement. He
says he tlijnks he will be able to see his
huru again in about two weeks.
A Missourian who attended prayer-
meeting with his daughter felt compelled
to rise up and remark : "I want to be good
and go to heaven, but if those fellows don’t
stop winking at Mary there will he a good
deal of prancing around here the fust thing
they know.”
The new Presbyterian church erected
by Hollanders in the southern part of tho
city of Grand Rapids was dedicated to
public worship Tuesday morning. The
Holland population of tliat city numbers
8,000 who have six churches, three built
within two years.
We had the pleasure to meet Mr. H.
•avidge, of the firm of Cutler & Savidge,
J the Grand Haven depot. He informed
,s that they were putting in logs during
his week at the rate of over one million
fee( per day. He says sleighing is ex-
cellent, and they intend to improve the op-
portunity.
A lady lost two valuable rings in the
snow at Rutland, Vt.. the other day, while
taking off one of her gloves, Several gen-
tlemen volunteered their assistance, scrap-
ed together all the snow in the vicinity,
placed it in boxes, and took it into a boil-
er-room, where it was soon melted by
steam and the jewelry recovered.
A comic opera company composed of
Commodore Nutt, six other dwarfs as
small, and Col. Goshen, the giant, is trav-
elling in the West. They play “Jack, the
Giant Killer,” Goshen of course person-
ating the giant. They enter a town with
Goshen riding ahead on an immense horse,
and the dwarfs following in a tiny car-
riage.
THE STAR HAT STORE,
GRAND RAPIDS,
Is no more at the corner of Canal and Lyon
streets, but is permanently located in
the newly fitted up store at
22 HUCOIfcTTR/OE STR/EET
Next door to SEARS BAKERY.84-8m
DR. AIKIN’S DOUBLE COLUMN.
RE-A-D THIS. HEAD ALL.
What is Wealth, or Fame, or Life — Without Health!
Dr. Aikin’s Remedial Institute
FOR THE CURE OF-
CHRONIC AND SURGICAL DISEASES.
4







And he has also another entrance at
91 Ottawa-st., 'Ull.mw
Separate rooms for dlfferer.t patients. Call early,
Patients arriving in the city .hoipd come at once to
see the Doctor before attending to other business.
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 4 p. ni. Sunday 10 to 2.
DR. AXKIN
Is pre-eminently successful in curing cases in his
Great Specialties, and has many living witnesses who
owe life ami health to him, after having given no all
hope of relief. His remedies are most infallible,
with marvelous efficacy relieving symptoms and re-
moving the cause of disease, restoring the vital or-
gans to their natural functions, purifying and Invig-
orating the whole system, and he is nulwsally ro-
lled upon us
A Doctor who Cures.
ifijC
i from Pain, Weakness, Whites, Ulceration, Rnp-
It is false economy to suffer from any annoying 1 presslon or other diseases, and (’.rag out a miser-
disease or symptom, which, from his ability and 1 able life, when by a little care yon can have the cn-
success in >o many similar cases, you have every Joyment of perfect health. p#"CaIloraend atamp
reason to believe the Doctor can cure. Health Is for circular and important Information,
cheaper than suffering and funerals. Do not be
misled or influenced by the envious, Jealous or pre-
judiced, bnt acting on your own best judgment
to fully investigate ami satisfy yourself. No use
.
pTStirpicul-tnre— few, healthy children, or none.
EPILEPSY.
Fits, Chorea, Palay, and all Nervous Affection* arc
to denounce a man who takes hopeless cases from cured where other means fail, by Improved rcmc-
the hands of good physicians, and by his superior dies,
skill and Improved remedies restores them at Alice
to health and life’s enjornient. DEFORMITIES,
“ TOO LA TE! DIED THROUGH NEGLECT!" olib'pMt' e^rVmedkTb^Um
relatives vTc*im“"f%?n!umpttan Jr (uL^'ins'klm |,,roJ*d ,
ons disease, and how sad the reflection that the If (\ ^ | Tf AM If, |\1 T
timely, skillful treatment to prolong life was neg- VA Ai A.N a ±j u ata XU li •
id.lectoc
YOU, KIDDLE -AGED AND OLD HENMost families have one or more wlthlfc emblt- lVVflM| ______ ____ ___ _ ___
ten
with nil the neat means and appllancea-instru-
raents and remedies— known to the Profession, a
The Indianapolis ./(/u/via/ reports an in-
stance of unparalleled parental brutality.
A little girl, three days old, and' evidently
suffering agonies, was recently left clan-
destinely at the Orphans’ Home, and had
been labelled as “Miss Centennial, horn
December 2, 1870.” When the child was
stripped it was discovered that both her
shoulders were burned, in fact branded,
with a red-hot iron, probably for future
recognition.
constant succession of euros still attends Dr.
Atkin's practice, and consequently the number of
his patients is ever on the increaeu.
Friendly advice and reliable aid. It Is well known
that Dr. A, always effects a cure. His treatment
Includes aix— you need never look elsewhere.
Those about to marry should not fall to consult him.
efiflfl quickest, mifd remedies for all private dis
UUiial eases or old symptoms. Gleet, Syphilis,
Htrlcture, Defects, Phimosis, Hydrocele, Varico-
cele, eta., radically chred. No mercury Used. Prl
Viltn Witnlna \’/> •ir.i./o.l .•(..Ka " HTrave-DR. A I KIN, vatu Rooms. No5‘r«ttlng preacrlptiona.
THE WELL KNOWN SPECIALIST, NOW PER- ; lers promptly supplied.
MANENTLY .LOCATED IN GRAND I While insny Innocent victims suffer the tcrrlblo
RAPIDS, MICH. 1 effects of certain dlioaseH neglected or badly treat
ms IMPROVED REMEDIES AM) TREATMENT C(1 by physicians In general Rhey ihould not be In
rKD Knn trusted with these esses). It Is right and pr.opcr uHAVE MADE HIM CELEB RATED FOR
HIS EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS.
ALL CLASSES OF PA TIES TS TREATED
ca ,i i to
use plain terms that the Indiscreet or unfortunate
may know where to get help, am! no offense can be-
taken by pure minded persona— See Titus 1-16.
hundbid/ ATT teb* c be a tYfFlcIcy 0 T ms , Advice and Good Treatment
Youths and men who have received from others
had treatment and Immoral advice (resulting In
sml consoouonces or terrible diseases), will find a
true friend In Dr.’Alkin. whose counsel and rtnie-
stock of goods than is usually found in a
city of our size, and their well merited
reputation extends not alone through the
whole Colony, hut all along the line of the
Chi. »fc Mich L. 8. U. R.— Give them a
call.
A lady recently returned from England
reports the tie-buck as raging to an absurd
and exaggerated exieut. Not content,
like tne French belles, with suppressing
all underskirts save one of elastic woolen
webbing, tho English dames ignore the
petticoat altogether, confining their under-
wear to tight-fitting buckskin. A fashion-
able Duchess having thrown herself on the
green sward, at a garden party, was una-
ble to rise until two gentlemen friends
came to her assistance.
Dr. Schliemann has made some more
dicoveries at Mycenx. In the to ml} pre-
viously explored lie ims found a great
quantity of women’s jewelry in gold,
and handsomely worked. Immediately
after commencing excavations at an ad-
joining tomb a large head, of a cow in sil-
ver, with immense horns of pure gold,
was found. A large girdle of gold, five
gold vases, and immense golden buttons
were also found. All these objects are
said to be marvellously worked. Among
other discoveries are nine silver vases and
numerous swords of bronze, hut no trace
of iron work.
Christmas was duly celebrated by the
citizens of Holland, and the finest part of
it was in the evening in Hope Church.
Christmas chimes were produced by the
Sabbath school teachers and schoiars in a
manner entirely new to this population,
rejecting great credit on the teachers and
participators, as it showed clearly a great
effort in preparation. Everything passed
off smoothly and without a blunder. Some
of the singing was fine, solos as well as
chorusses, and some of the little ones
showed a remarkable proficiency in recita-
tion. And right here we want toSepeat
what we have often said : tliat it was an-
other illustration that we have abundant
material in this city to form a first rate
choir.
T3EATME1TT.
Katatxa m,ro Biomr •ttanraaao, Lvaa




HI8 PATIENTS (IAIN 10 TO 40 LRS. IN WEIGHT.
feerious, Complicated Diseases, that for
Many years Rysist the Treatment of
numerous Physicians, are speedily
Cured by Dr. Aikin.
The Right Doctor at Last.
A Muffurcr for years from dltscaco and bad treat-
ment, writes: “Dr. Aikin. I thank you from the
bottom of my honrt for making me a* well hh I am.’’
A gentleman states: “Dr. Aikin, iwq areiiKht—
It is needless to be sick. II following vour direc-
tions, after your medicines had cured me, have
Kept perfectly well. I lell everybody of your great
insuccess and mproved trestnieut.
Another one says: “Have never felt so well In
my life ns when under your care and since your
curing me.”
A DOCTOR TO HAVE FAITH IN.
A lady writes to Dr. Aikin: “lain so soon and
easily well by your treatment that my faith in
is unboun ...... to allyou ounded and shall recommend you
my friends as a most reliable physician,
“Must have help, or die, or go Insane, I conclu-
ded,” writes a man of <6, In poor health for years,
who. after a short treatment by Dr Aikin, further
states: “Your remedies are having a remarkable
offset. I can sleep better, am galntmr flesh, ami
my health Is Improving in ul'. respects”
DU. AIKIN has given the public sufficient evi-
dence to convince the most skeptical and incre-
dulous that his method of treatment is peculiarly
successful In every department of his Great Speci-
alties, especially such cases as have dolled the
skill of other and Justly celebrated physicians:
hence NO ONE SHOULD DESPAIR that is afflict-
ed with seemingly incurable disease, but cherish
a hope of being relieved of suffering, If not entirely
ed, by his st .......cur b uccesful mode of treatment,
BLINDNESS! DEAFNESS!
All Diseases and Affect ions of the Eye and Ear
successfully treated by mild remedies. Cross
Eyes Straightened. Artificial Eyes Ipseited that
look natnral. No pain.
CATARRH, CONSUMPTION,
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Throat and Lung
Complaints (which in this country, are the great-
est enemies to Health and Life) when change of
climate and all else falls, are cured by Dr. Alkln's
Improved Inhaler and Constitutional Restorative
Treatment.
Lingering or Chronic WveaHea,
Scrufala, Rheumathm. Dyspepsia, Plica, Goitre,
Dropsy, Gravel, Constipation, Tape-Worm, Liver
Dlaeanes, etc., ol whatever name or nature, care-
fully diagnosed and skillfully treated.
LADIES!
The Married orjjlnjjle desiring aid or advice in
We have a lot of Overcoat*, For Cap*,
and other Winter Goods that most be sold
. and will be sacrificed. Come soon and
I get your choice at P.& A. 8TEKKTEE.
prevention, and cure ofdesease, confidently con-
sult the Doctor with the assurancq of safe, quick
core In all cases, as he Is doubtless the most skill-
fnl ladles' physician In the world. Do not suffer
dies they can rely upon for their moral an physical
well-being.
ST-ST-STUTTERING J
Stammering, and Impediments in spetcb that dally
and hourly vex and mortify, and make one a laugh-
ing stock through life, permanently cured by a
scientific, rational and practical method.
Kick Headache, and Ague, cured by one dose.
Antidotes lor Opium, Tobacco and Liquor Habits.
Trusses, bnpportcra, Preventives, Syringes, etc.
supplied.
CONFIDENTIAL!
Every Patient (either sex) may freely state all
particulars of their case to Dr. Aikin, cither In per
son or by letter, reposing to his trust any delicate,
personal, or family matter, andean always rely up
on tho strictest confidence and secrecy.
HTDR. AIKIN guarontm Mt*r, tafer tuat
men! (and fork** tnoruy] (a ail Special Caen than
can be foul lUew/tere. He is easily accessible from
ail points.
THE MOST DIFFICULT CASES SOLICITED.
Cormllalion Free. ! erms alwayt Rea*ona/>le .
Come prepared rearrange needful, thorough treat-
Medici neement BdUtfaction guaranteed to All.
fumithed. Patients visited, iu city, or any dis-
tance, in serious cases
No Excuse for You.
From the wrong Idea that he charges too much,
many whom Dr. Aikin would soon cure, continue
to suffer or doctor carelessly, wasting time, buying
won hless/Ki/anf and trying recipes, and
In this way expend more than sufficient to have
cured and kept them well. The fact Is, by saving
drug bills, loss of time, etc., he cures for less than
others.
Like ih too Short to be Miserable.
YOU have any serloua, obstinate disease
or annoying symptoms, no matter how discouraged
or how disappointed, stop useless doctoring and
dcsing and apply to the Doctor. Sufferers for years
or a lifetime he cores In a few weeks.
CURED AT HOME.
Persons at • distance may be cored at home by
addressing a letter to Dr. Aikin, stating case, aymp-
toms, Iftngth of time the disease has continued,
and have medicines promptly forwarded, free from
damage and curiosity to any part of the country,
JHh 'all *nd plain directions for nse, by enclosing
810 In registered letter, P. O. order, or Express.
Cali, or address Poor N. I. Anna, M. D.,
57 Moirot St, Grail Eajiis, Midi.
UKIXBSI: DR. AIKIN Is the only qualified,
experienced, relltbli Specialist hero; treats his
patients honorably; gives the choicest remedies;
is a regular graduate in medicine; universally
owned the most successful, and li the right one toWS4V14 • uu JUU0VrUVW0*IUI< ttuu IV I II v Sl ui UUU I tl
mploy in all cases. Envious doctors try to In-
ure him— those in general practice attempt everyj bf I t  
case they can get, though unable to well treat
D.’a, but sending them fami.y patients, careful,1 ? _______ 
courteous, sober, Indtix-ndent.' Dr. Aikin oevotes
holly to his Spec .......himself wholly ialities with frlnrophant
success. All the afflicted who come to him will
find the aid they seek,
{2r*Keed this Column and land to a Friend or
Invalid.
BOOKBINDING! j Th.aoSAAs»wg
what will you do with dead animal*. The
tindortiirnoH UrhncA nluna ___ i ___ _
Xuiksooh, Sept. 8 1875.
A. CLOBTIlfGH.
'own expense, by simply notlfyiog him
1 thereof.„ Biei abd Wick.
Holland, Aug. 28, 1876.
--- _ .1: - - . •• . . .
THIS MIGHT BKFOBK WfcW YEAH8.
MX ftVOUIK J. HALL.
The tree on the hUleldo etand cheerleaa and lone ;
The leavea ot the woodland art acattertd and
trown;
The harveat id gathered ; the meadowe are bare;
And the mowflakea are falling like down through
the air.
The window* are froated with cryatalllne leavea ;
The glittering icicles c.lngto the eavea;
The night- wind la walling, o'er mountain and
plain,
With a sound like the moan of a mortal In pain,
’Ha the night before New Year’s. Time, hoar?
and gray,
While the sands in his glass are fait gliding away,
Lifta the curtain that hide* every mortal from
And tfeholda the whole wodij and Ita wonden
to night. v
The gas- lights are gleaming in Vanity Fair,
Where flo« ers are fragrant in many a bower ;
Where men are displaying their rlohe* and power;
Where red wine ia running In bounteous flow ;
Where diamonds are sparkling on bosom* of snow ;
Where more? is better than genius or brain* :
Where miuic is beard iu voluptuous strains ;
Where wild eyes are glancing at each lovely face ;
Where gay forma are dancing in satin and laoe ;
Where the prodigal squander* th* ill-gotten gain
That his miserly father has hoarded in vain ;
Where revelry dwells ; where the reckless will cry :
“Let ua dance and be glad./br to-morrow u» die /”
In many a desolate hovel, to-night.
The poor and the friendless are hidden from sight;
Where the door* and the window* are broken and
old;
Where tbo cupboard 1* empty, the hearthstone 1*
cold ;
Where, wearily working h* hunger and dirt.
The sewing-girl sings her sad “ song of the shirt ;n
Wherein others are sighing o’er hopes that have
Where children are crying and begging for bread ;
Where vice In it* hideous gart> la revealM ;
Where strong mtn are raging ; when crime Is con-
cealed;
Where farms that war* lovely, and cheeks that were
fair.
An wretched with woe, and an haggard with care
When beggars an crouching in squalor and cold
When misers an counting their Ill-gotten gold.
Heaven pity the poor, andthe ones led astray ;




In many a home on this bountiful earth,
A bright Are boras on the family hearth,
And innocent pleasures and pastimes are seen,
Where nothing ia heard that la vulgar and mean ;
Where friendship and filial affection are found ;
Where kind words are spoken, and comforts
abound ;
Where the needy are clothed, and the hungry are
fed;
Where Uvd is revered, and the Bible la read ;
Where family voices are blended in song;
Where nothing ia seen ot oppression and \
Where the father each night, t
CommitB hia 'loved flock to the Lord’s tender care.
Though over the wide world we wander and roam,
We find In no piace the pleasures of home ;
Tbo world-weary come from a far-distant laud.
To meet with a welcome and clasp of the hand?
The sailor, afar on the billowy main,
la longing to be with his loved ones again.
0 home ! thy aweet joys are more leeUng and fair
Than all the wild foUlea of Vanity Fair.
0 Vanity Fair ! what hunger and care.
What pitiful scenes of distress and despair,
What momenta of anguish, and hour* of woe,
You bring to the bosoms of beluga bekw !
You prodigals, waiting your substance away;
You libertines, Jhatniug to early decay ;
You maidens, fast losing your beauty and bloom—
Why rush with such reckless resolve to the to mb?
You wrest from the lowly the comforts they need.
To revel in riot, and grovel iu greed ;
Never knowing the Joys of a satisfied mind ;
Never being * blesaing to one of your kind.
Yon creatures that cower in hunger and cold :
You pittlul wrecks that are friendless and old ;
Yon heart-broken ainnera, now loaded with care,
Are drinking the dregs of earth’s Vanity Fair.
You hands that are Idle, In haunts that are low,
May find in employment a cure for yonr woe ;
You forms that are lading, be hopeful and brave,
And look to the ijord for the oomforta you crave.
You beings of earth who are sordid and vain,
Why struggle for greatness, and grovel for gain ?
All grandeur must come to the o ffln and shroud
“ Oh ! why should the spirit of mortal be proud?’
All heart* that are human have hopes of their own ,
There are hundrsds renowned ; there are millions
unknown ;
Home are merry and young ; some are wretched and
old;
Home are timid and weak ; some are valiant and
'bold;
Home are Inly and pure ; some are sinful and vain
Home are doing good deeds ; some are striving for
gain;
Home are softened by love ; some are hardened by
crime ;
And all Are the sport and the playthings of time.
'Tla the night before New Year’s ; the morrow will
dawn ;
The year, with ita pleasures and griefs, will be
gone;
The belli will ring gayly, with sounds of good
cheer;
A od bless you, and give you a Happy New Year.
THE BAMBEK FORTUNE.
A Mew Year’s Story.
On the last day of the old year Mrs.
B; mber entered her shop and served her
•omtomere abstractedly, for her mind was
fab of trouble. She was the most cheer-
ful tnd sprightly of little women, with
bright, keen, blue eves, a ruddy bloom
in her soft, wrinkled cheeks, and flaxen
hair arranged in stiff curls about her
forehead ; but to-day the demand of a
email boy, in shrill tones, for a bottle of
Bamber's Drops failed to produce the
delight usually manifested by her under1
such circumstances. Bamber’s Drops
ws the remedy of her late husband for
all the ills flesh is heir to, and Mrs.
Bamber believed in it firmly with the
ardor of a sanguine nature and loving
heart The late Dr. Bamber’s star had
set in sadness and gloom before an un-
eympatluzing world had consented to
take his panacea by the teaapoonfnl.
As far as the will of one fragile and very
determined woman could make the
world rescind its objections Mrs. Bam-
ber had prepared herself for the battle.
When the small boy had taken himself
•off with his purchase she leaned her el-
bow on the counter and sighed deeply.
41 To think of the Platte coming to
This ! If Archibald was alive, instead of
only his wile ! He knew a deal about
law, poor dear, and needed to, what
with imitatofs and spurious articles to
injure the trade. I would sell out and
give them every penny if I oould find a
purohaser. and it wanu’t all so sudden.
Archibald waa grateful to . hia dying
breath, and I’m not likely to forget that
we owe everything to Dr. Piatt Dear,
dear ! Five thousand dollars, or a fore-
closed mortgage. I tell you it’s pure
^)itc in that Hiram Dxigga ; he don’t
know how to behave himself yet as a
rich man.”
Mrs. Bamber’s gaze strayed anxiously
about the place, as if searching for a way
ont of her difitaolties. Did the olew
actually lie in her grasp without her be-
ing aware of it f The shop was very
tiny, but exquisitely neat, and the variety
of articles for sale, which made it almost
a museum, was arranged with a certain
artistieperoeption of harmonious color-
ing. The late Dr. Bamber had been a
chemist, and one side of the place was
still devoted to those medicines which
a woman may dispense without being a
i censed apothecary; but the rest of his
stock had been removed across the way
o the new drug-store, which was a grief
o Mrs. Bamber’s soul, and replaced on
her shelves with a few books, stationery,
and gay worsteds.
11 Why should I not be the apothecary
after Archibald V” she had said to Dr.
Matt, with an energetic nod of the
lead. “ Don’t I know as much as Pey-
ton
Peyton was the rival over the way.
Dr. Platt, a rosy, good-natured gentle-
man, had made some soothing response
calculated to mollify feminine vanity,
and suggested the stationery department
as a fresh field of usefulness.
Mrs. Bamber’s eyes rested on the vol-
umes opposite, a package of valentines
in which the town indulged at the proper
season, a jamping-jack dangling help-
lessly f rom a nail. Never by any chance
did her gaze wander to the shop win-
dow. She went over to the other side
and opened a show-case, which contained
fat pm-enshions and impossible pen-
wipers, articles made by old ladiosof
the reduced-gentlewoman type and pre-
sented here for sale.
“I believe that I would sell my own
soul to raise the money and help them
out of trouble,” said Mrs. Bamber, vehe-
mently; and then she took up a pin-
cushion as if in hopes it might turn to
gold in her hand. “ Pogh l these things
have lain here for years. What good
are they I”
An aquarium occupied a place in the
center of the shop— a crystal house
where silky fibers of seaweed grew about
mimic grottoes, and fish of metallic hnes
flashed through the water. A guilty
pang smote the little woman at the sight
of it In all these years of hard work
and lonely widowhood the aquarium was
the only extravagance she had allowed
herself, and often would she spend her
time of rest gazing into the miniature
water- world. If she oould now give the
money it had cost to the Platt family !
A white gleam came softly through the
window from the snow- covered streets;
winter seemed to muffle the town of
Btoneport in a mantle of silence, setting
each household in a separate atmosphere
of individuality. Up on the hill, where
genteel Btoneport dwelt in large, old-
fashioned mansions, the music of sleigh-
bells and merry voices was to be heard,
bnt down here, on the main street, the
afternoon fell in qniot cold, deserted by
traffic as soon as the mm quitted the
narrow thoroughfare. •
Miss Bimmons, the milliner, peered from
her window, and Mr. Peyton, the drug-
gist opposite, polished ms door-panes
mechanically with a bit of chamois
leather. The harbor, now dark and
wind- fretted, lapped up to Mrs. Bam-
ber’s very back door. Pirates might
have landed and carried her off at mid-
night, if they had been disposed, al-
though Mrs. Bamber was not daunted
by fear of such violent abduction. In
the old days piratical crews in rakish
craft from the Spanish Main had not
been unknown in the waters of this very
harbor, and Btoneport had been more
intimately associated with the slave-
trade than was good for its reputation
at a future date. Like so many towns
on the coast of New England, prosperi-
ty had ekbed away, the bud of promise
been blighted by some mysterious fluc-
tuation of commerce. There were those
who detected a righteous Nemesis in the
decay of Btoneport, and here it w^a left
to crumble away in the sunshine, a
moss-grown memory of the past. The
shop-bell rang suddenly, and a girl en-
tered.
“ Oh, Mrs. Bamber l” she cried ; and,
throwing her arms impulsively about the
little woman, burst into tears.
The girl was taller and larger than her
companion, and yet clang to her.
“ Has anything more happened ?” in-
quired Mrs. Bamber, alarmed. “Now
don’t give way, my dear.”
“ I can’t help it,” sobbed the girl, ex-
citedly. “ Mr. Driggs has been to see
me again. He came to the school-room,
with all the children staring, and told
me he would not foreclose on the Platt
property if I would marry him. Oh,
what a cruel, cruel bargain !”
“ You never promised—” began Mrs.
Bamber, breathlessly.
The girl drew herself up.
44 1 said no.” . -
Charlotte Eaton was very attractive,
certainly, even in her anger, with flushed
cheeks and tearful eyes. A little scarlet
hood covered her golden hair and gave
her something of childish beantv. At
this moment there was a stir in tne de-
serted street ; people appeared like
magic. A sleigh, curved like a shell,
and lined with robes of fleecy-white fur,
drawn by spirited black horses In flash-
ing harness, and driven by a solemn
negro coachman in livery, slowly passed.
The sole occupant was a small man
wrapped in sable, with a keen, narrow
face, who gazed down on the commo-
tion his splendor excited with irre-
pressible exaltation. This man was
Hiram Driggs, and to show himself
ostentatiously to his world of Stone-
port was a pleasure which had not yet
palled on the rich Qian.
“His mother learned her Arade when
I did," said Miss Bimmons, the milliner,
“I am sore nobody thought her son
would come to owning everything.”
The elder Driggs had, indeed, worked
in secret many years, directing little
rills of wealth, gleaned from any
humble source, to his own dingy ware-
house. Miserly and reticent in the ex-
treme, Btoneport bad not divined Ms
riches until the son, now 45 years old,
suddenly emerged from the bondage in
wMoh he had been held by his stern
parent while living to assume the role of
millionaire. Hence the astonishment of
the town; hence Hiram’s love of dis-
P In Mrs. Bamber’s shop the two women
grew rigid as the sleigh passed, the
widow with indignation, and the young
schoolmistress with a curious admixture
of envy and repulsion. Had she not
been urged, nay, almost threatened in
all that she held dearest— her plighted
troth with Charley Platt— to share the
sleigh with ita fleecy robes? Might she
not save the Platt homestead, indeed, by
paying this very price of marrying
Hiram Driggs ? Mrs. Bamber took her
hands.
“ Charlotte, let ns go to this man and
beg him to release them,” she said,
earnestly. “You must have influence
with him.”
“lam afraid to go,” said Charlotte.
“Afraid! When you are to be
Charley’s wife ? We must fight for him,
my dear.”
These two ohampions saw the sins of
Mr. Driggs in the light of intense parti-
sanship. He was a mean man, and the
power of money would naturallv make
him tyrannical; moreover, he had.se
lected Charlotte Eaton to fall in love with
as the sweetest and most blooming young
lady in Btoneport. Hiram Driggs could
certainty afford to please himself at last!
Unversed in the delicate phases oi ro-
mance, he could by no means win a smile
from Charlotte, and discovered in wrath
and consternation that Charley Platt was
his rival. He would foreclose and take
possession of the house. Btoneport saw
in this measure only the grasping ten-
dencies of the man who wished to estab-
lish a home, while the victims detected
revenge. Probably both factions were
wrong.
Mrs. Bamber, with trembling Char-
lotte by her side, presented herself be-
fore the tyrant. He still dwelt in the
wing of the warehouse where his father
had been contented to abide. Perhaps
ho was ohagrined to be fonnd in the
small parlor, which he had furnished
with yellow satin curtains and sofas,
when he would so soon take possession
of the house on the hill. The mission
warf scarcely a successful one, although
Mrs. Bamber made herself spokes-
woman on the occasion with all possible
energy. She even offered up her shop,
since Dr. Platl had given it originally,
and was laughed at for her pains. Mr.
Hiram Driggs was not a pleasant man
to ask for favors, especially when he
came quite close to Charlotte and said,
harshly: 44 Yon know my terms.”
After that Mrs. Bamber drew her com-
panion away without another word.
“He is a brute,” said the little wo-
man, tingling with mortification at the
remembrance of the coarse laugh which
had greeted her proposal of yielding up
her all
They met a young man at the corner
of the street
“Take care of her,” said Mrs. Bam-
ber, transferring Charlotte to his charge.
“ My dear Mrs. Bamber, I do not need
the injunction,’ said Charley Platt in a
voice he fctrove to render steady and
cheerful as he drew the girl’s hand
through his arm with an air of tender
protection. Charlotte and Mrs. Bam-
ber looked at each other meaningly ;
then the latter turned away with a little
pang at her heart. These two were
made for each other, handsome Charley
and pale, frightened Charlotte ; but how
would it be with them if evil in the
shape of Hiram Driggs stepped be-
tween? When she reached her own
door Mrs. Bamber was not only dis-
turbed and distressed, as she had been
all day, but thoroughly out of temper.
Bhe would have liked to set the world to
rights, and had only succeeded in ruf-
fling her own amour propre in the in-
terview with a brusque, rude million-
aire. Perhaps it was this mood that
made her shake her head at the three
pictures in her window.
“Oh, there yon are l I only wish I
could recover the sum yonr frames cost
me. Old masters, forsooth 1”
The pictures were small and dark, as
if some shadow obscured their original
meaning, even as brambles and moss
might have overgrown the artist’s grave.
The sun shot a golden arrow in the win-
dow as Mrs. Bamber paused, and illu-
minated the dim canvas. Perhaps the
radiance of revelation reached her soul
in that glimpse, however faintly, the
gleam of an angel’s wing cleaving the
sky, the wonder of the Virgin’s up-
turned face; but tho sunset faded, and
Mrs. Bamber was left to sorrowful ocn-
temptation of the garish frames. ‘ ‘ Borne
papist trash, ’’she soliloquized. “What-
ever possessed mo to get ’em new frames ?
I shall never see the money back, I'll be
bound ! I’m sure I would be thankful
to get $25 apiece, allowing 820 for the
frames ; and I suppose the pictures are
worth $5, if they amount to anything.
Nobody will give that, though.”
A year before the shop-bell had
brought Mrs. Bamber from her supper
to the contemplation of a thin, cadaver-
ous stranger of the brigand type,
wrapped in a cloak, and with a broad
hat drawn over his brows. The man
was faint with cold, and coughed dole-
fully; he had no money and no friends.
Mrs. Bamber was not the person to send
away such a waif empty-handed. She
placed Mm before the fire in her own
tiny kitchen, and made Nanny, her small
hand-maiden, serve him with hot tea ;
she wrote a note to the clergyman, who
dispensed charity, to find a lodging; and
she finally dispatched him with a bottle
of Bamber’s Drops as a gift The stran-
ger lingered in the garret furnished Mm,
reserved, a trifle sinister and only known
to smile when Mrs. Bamber preached to
him in a language which he but imper-
fectly understood.
There came a day in rude March,
when so many leaves drop from tho tree
of life, that the foreigner sent for Mrs.
Bamber, bequeathing to her solemnly
three small pictures set in carved wood.
44Thev are worth their weight in
gold,” he had whispered, and turned
his inscrutable face — in wMoh there
lingered a triumph to the end— to the
wall
Mrs. Bamber had shed a few tears,
and carried her gifts home cautiously,
as if she held some explosive projectile.
The clergyman surveyed the pictures
through his speotaoles, and chilled the
possessor’s enthusiasm somewhat by ex-
pressing a preference for engravings.
He recommended replacing the quaint
olive-wood frames with new ones and
exposing them for sale in the window.
Olergymen are not always the best finan-
cial advisers. Mrs. Bamber’s face grew
very long when she saw the framer’s bill
Btoneport was skeptical of these daubs;
besides, the widow asked a fabulous
prioe for them. Btoneport knew a ohro-
mo and a modern landscape full of lively
coloring, bat such dismal things were
not to its taste.
The last night of Ihe year closed in
sadly. Mrs. Bamber sat long beside
the morning-glory stove in the parlor
back of the shop, sipping her tea, in
which beverage alone lay consolation.
A portrait of Dr. Bamber, representing
him as a somewhat wall-eyed gentleman,
hong above her, and opposite a cabinet
displayed, among other relies, several
skulls prepared bv the lamented ArcM-
bald. Her tbougnts went back to a
dreary day on an emigrant wharf, when
sue landed with her husband, who had
been injured by a fall on the voyage.
Tht sense of desolate homesickness
again swept over her now, twelve years
later, and a gentleman with a good-hu-
mored, rosy face spoke to her kindly.
Could she ever forget that this Samari-
tan was Dr. Platt, of Btoneport, now
gone to his reward? He had asked few
questions, but had brought the friend-
leso chemist to his own town and estab-
lished him in business. No one knew
the cost of it all It was not the good
physician’s way to make his charity a
burden. Mrs. Bamber wiped her eyes
as she sipped her tea by the stove and
the night closed in.
Up on the hill the old Platt homestead
was shrouded in gloom, and revealed
only one dim light in the dining-room.
It was a brick house, with wMte pillars
supporting a projecting roof, shaded in
summer by large trees, and seemed in
the clear, crisp evening surrounded by
tender memories. Now it was all to be
swept away, for the doctor's purse had
been ever open, and he had left wife and
son in straitened circumstances. The
lovers stood in the window, hand clasped
in hand, as if claiming a silent mutual
support, while Mrs. Platt, a stout lady
with a querulous mouth, wandered from
room to room gazing at her precious
household gods.
44 Even little Mrs. Bamber owns the
roof over her head, and all owing to the
doctor,” sobbed the poor lady, taking
up a favorite tea-cup with loving touch.
The young son set his teach and drew
a long breath. Charlotte could only
lean her brow against the cool pane. If
they knew all! The night brought
sorrow, but the ensuing day was only
anticipated with dread.
Hiram Driggs made himself comforta-
ble on the vellow-eatin couch of his little
parlor, with a decanter of wine at his el-
bow and a cigar. If conscience is a mat-
ter of education, he should have been
wholly at ease, but there had been an
expression in Charlotte Eaton’s eyes as
she departed that day which pricked
him smartly even in remembrance. This
look he might never forget. The won-
derful, backward glance of the Cenci
haunts a world. Lounging on the yel-
low sofa, he reasoned himself out of
these fancies. He would gain at a cheap
rate a fine home. Dr. Platt was a reck-
less spendthrift in his day, and his cred-
itors need not be blamed for that. As
for Charlotte, he might make terms
with that proud young lady yet. Alto-
gether the evening passed not unpleas-
antly for him in planning improvements
on Ms new property.
New Year’s day dawned on Btoneport,
bringing joy to many hearts and strik-
ing like a knell on other lives that found
their burden greater than oould be
borne. All nature smiled beneath a
cloudless sky; the snow was rose-flushed
on the slope, and shrubbery glistened as
if powdered with diamond-dust; the
harbor, where two schooners rode at
anchor, was a drep blue. Stoueport did
not keep the holiday especially, although
it still adhered to the Puritan belief that
New Year’s day should be sanctified
rather than Catholic Christmas. On the
hill the young ladies appeared in pretty
dresses of bine and pink, and there were
cake and wine on the side-boards, should
the young men call The shops were
open. At 10 o’clock a man passed along
the main street, paused before Mrs.
Bamber’s show-window, shaded his
eyes a moment, and walked on. Mrs.
Bamber observed him with tho habitual
curiosity of the resident of a small
place. He was an insignificant person
in a gray coa with red whiskers and a
round face. That was all Pale and
anxious after a sleepless night, she stood
with her eyes fixed apprehensively on
the clock. It oould not be long before
Hiram Driggs wonld do his worst. The
shop-bell rang sharply.
44 What do yoti ask for your pictures,
ma’am?”
“Five thousand dollars,” muttered
Mrs. Bamber, abstractedly, still staring
at the clock.
What was that? The insignificant
stranger in the gray coat had reached
for the pictures, and was unceremoni-
ously sinking off the splendid gilt
frames with his stoat cane.
“Merovl Stop I What are you do-
ing?” Mrs. Bamber ran nimbly to his
side and arrested his hand.
“ I don’t want these frames,” said the
Granger, contemptuously. “You set
your own price, and I will give you
$5,000.”
Mrs. Bamber sank down on a stool in
speechless astonishment How unreal
everything had become— the snowy
street the shop, the man in a gray coot!
Surely Nanny would soon tap on her
bedroom door and tell her it was time
to get up. Then, by a sudden and not
unnatural transition of awakening, she
became suspicious and vigilant Her
visitor wasted no enperfinous words;
his broad, ruddy face betrayed not a
trace of emotion as he produced a crisp
bit of paper, dipped a pen into Mrs.
Bamber’s ink, and began to write.
44 If you are not cheating me, let me
see the money,” interposed Mrs. Bam-
ber, sharply.
He wiped the pen, restored it to a
silver sheath in his poeket, and took up
the draft
44 Very good,” was his sole comment,
and he went out. •
Mrs. Bamber laughed hysterically.
Would he ever return ? Perhaps he was
a maniac. It seemed an hour before be
returned and counted out a pile of
broad, shining gold pieoes that made a
pleasant clinking musio as they fell in
a glittering heap— $5,000 1
Still phlegmatic, and apparently un-
moved, the purohaser folded the pict-
ures beneath his ample ooat and re-
turned to the Btoneport Hotel, where
he was the solitary guest Once in his
chamber his reserve melted ; he beamed
in broad smiles, and rubbed his hands
with a subdued chuckle of triumph.
“Dirt cheap I” he said to himself,
and fell to studying the dim canvas with
the aspect of a connoisseur. He then
wrote the following letter :
To the Right Honorable the Earl of & — ;
My Lobd : I have the eatie faction of inform-
ing yon tnat I have found the three picture*,
after two years’ aearoh in the States. They
were in the possession of an ignorant woman,
keeping shop in an obscure town of the New
England coast, who sold them to me for £1.000.
The pictures are undoubtedly the missing orig-
inals of Raffaelle Banzio, and will complete
yonr Lordship's colleotion. I tracked the Italian,
Luigi Carnole, to the haonta of his race in the
city of New York, and was obliged to proceed
with greater caution from the fact that he ap-
pears to have been actuated by revenge in
the theft of the picturee. Your Lordship
will be better able to determine
than I am whether this revenge
was a loyal attachment to the palace of his
master, the Duke, and consequent rage at the
dispersion of its works of art to foreign lands,
or a more strictly personal motive. He made
no effort here to sell the picturee as originals
to dealers or private individuals, and after a
quarrel with some of his countrymen he disap-
peared, in company with another Italian. Pur-
suit led me across the plains to the Pad do,
where I found the second Italian, a wandering
musician, only to learn that he had parted with
Luigi Oarnole six months before in the dty of




I have the honor to subscribe myself,
Your Lordship's moet humble and obedientservant, Alozhkok Surm.
Mrs. Platt sat in her best parlor, her
eyes swollen with weeping, and the cur-
tains drawn to exclude the curioue
glances of Btoneport Bhe held fast the
hands of her son and Charlotte Eaton,
and trembled at the stroke of the clock.
The young people gazed sadly at each
other across the black figure of the
mother, who was attired as if for a
funeral. Would Hiram Driggs relent
and give them more time ? Was it not
probable that he would appear and claim
all ? The young man could only chafe
at his own helplessness in the emergency
and inability to protect his own.
The sound of flying feet made them
all listen. Mrs. Bamber, breathless and
without a bonnet rushed into the parlor
*nd cast a leather purse down in Mrs.
Platt’s lap.
“ Oq, you needn’t count it ! I’ve done
so a dozen times already. Here’s $5,000,
and the house is saved.”
Between laughter and tears she ex-
plained her unexpected wealth, and re-
stored it to the wife of her benefactor of
years ago. Then a shadow crossed her
face, just dimming its brightness for &
moment Much could have been done to
advance the interests of Bamber’s Drops,
and place the remedy properly before an
enlightened public, with the aid of this
money, She plucked Charley’s sleeve in
the midst of the thanks wMoh overpow-
ered all coherent speech, and said, trem-
ulously :
“ You will not forget the Drops when
you receive your diploma, will you,
Charley ?”
“Neither the Drops nor my debt”
returned Charley, in^n unsteady voice.
Then Mrs. Bamber, through a mist of
tears, saw Charlotte Eaton rise, tall and
proud, and take the purse from Mrs.
Platt ; for Hiram Driggs stood on the
threshold.
Thus a very humble little woman
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Merchant’s Gargling Oil. — This very
useful article is now receiving the very
highest oommendations from the press,
and multitudes of witnesses who have
tested im efficacy. It is considered as
one of the very best remedies, and in its
refined, purified state it is regarded as
one of tne most powerful liniments for
the removal of rheomatism, neuralgia,
and the sufferings arising from sprained
joints, bruises, oto.— Aylmer (C. W.)
Times, Fkb. 25, 1857.
This world appears very beautiful
when you are well. To remain well, healthy
and strong, take Dr. J. H. McLean’s Strength-
ening Cordial and Blood Purifier, the greatest
tonic in the world. It strengthens the body
and purifies the blood. Dr. J. H. McLean’s
office, 314 Chen tnat, 8t. Louie, Mo.
It is a pitiful sight to see a heavy
ulster overcoat try to go home with a
weak young man in a rain-storm.
ARCTIC ADVENTURES.
Dr. V»n der Horck'a Journey to the Spltu-
bergen Beae— TrmTel Beyond the Folnr
Circle.
Van der Horok read a paper giving an
account of a journey to the Spitzbergen
seas ae agent of several of the learned
societies ef Berlin. The following is an
abstract of the lecture comprising a nar-
rative of the principal events of the voy-
ag6 : L.' ! /. v.Mr.{ •
,, We left Hamburg by steamer early
in the summer, following the Norwe-
gian coast across the Arctic circle to
Hammerfest, the most northerly town on
the globe, where our ship, chartered for
the purpose, awaited us. We had, how-
ever, procured eu route our final sup-
plies at Bergen, that neat little town,
warmed by the Gulf stream whose fjord
juts into the North sea. The wild and
beautiful scenery of that jagged Norwe-
gian coast, with its bold, rocky outline,
impressed us deeply ; but I will not de-
tain you with a description, but take you
at once on board ship, a tight, well-built
schooner, fitted especially for Arctic
service, with a Norwegian Captain (an
experienced old sea-hunter), his mate,
and eight stout seamen as crew, beside
my assistant and photographer. We
had all necessary instruments and equip-
ments for our work, such as dredges,
deep-sea thermometers with patent iron
cylinders, hydrometers, microscopes and
instruments for taxing astronomical ob-
servations, etc. Keeping dose to the
coast we held our course toward
North cape. Although the sun shone
warmly, the black, rocky hillsides were
covered with patches of snow. Toward
midnight we came in sight of the high
promontory, and dropped our anchor not
a cable’s length from North cape. The
beautiful weather— the perfect calm of
the sea, stretching away toward the
north a limitless waste of water— the
stern, majestic rock rising 1,000 feet
perpendicularly out of the sea— the rays
of the midnight sun (if we may so speak
of a sun that did not set) falling in soft-
the head-
the at-
into a scene too
beautiful to describe. The remarkable
clearness of the atmosphere during these
northern* summers makes distance so
deceptive that the far-off mountains seem
to nestle closer, and one dare not trust
to the eye in computing distances.
I will recall the clear, bright morning
when the “lookout” first called “Ice-
blink to the north’ard,” and a scene of
surpassing beauty lay before us as we
drifted nearer. One great, unbroken
field of ice, as far as the eye could reach,
lay glancing and glittering under the
morning sunbeams; here and there were
high hummocks or ridges, irregularly
piled upon the surface, where the ice-
floes had been jammed together, all
sparkling and reflecting the rays of a
cloudless summer day. We sailed along
the edge of the pack many days, some-
times shut in between the detached
masses, but nowhere able to make a
passage through the field.
Toward the beginning ef August a
change in the weather, heralded by cold,
stormy winds, then heavy fogs, drove
our schooner, under pressure of a heavy
gale, to the southeast. When the weath-
er cleared we sighted land, which (ac-
cording to our reckoning) must have
been in the vicinity of Gape Britwin on
the southwest coast of Newaya Semlya.
My plan was to enter the deeply indent-
ed bays that stretched into the interior,
until we came to the mouth of the num-
erous small rivers. Here we unloaded,
packed our goods in bundles, secured
porters and started overland. Our port-
ers were the so-called “ Sjo Lapps,” or
“ Sea Lapps,” a set of broad-shouldered,
low legged fellows, diminutive in stat-
ure, who are to be found along the shores
of the lakes and streams in the summer
fishing. We marched Indian file along
the marshy banks of the rivers. The
oountiy abounded in game; the rivers
teemed with salmon and trout, while
water-fowl of every species were in great
plenty. Sometimes the scenery was ex-
ceedingly charming. The streams of
North Lapland are interspersed with
waterfalls and rapids, one falling, into the
other, and thus rendering navigation at
many places almost impossible. The
entire region is undulating, but barren
and desolate, covered with short, stunt-
ed grass, or fields of reindeer-moss, or
interminable swamp, intersected with
lakes, having the character of the Sibe-
rian Tundras. The deep valleys mark
the water courses of the numerous creeks
and rivers creeping between the hills.
The soft, spongy ground yielded at
every step, and made our march extreme-
ly tiiesome, especially as the only
change was to hard, rough and stony
ground. Traversing the hills in this
way through the day, we would usually
return at nightfall to the river bank to
make our encampments. Here the
banks were dotted with little groups of
stunted trees, such as the dwarf birch,
etc.
Toward September I made prepara-
tions for returning overland, taking a
route which has hitherto escaped de-
scription. My man was to proceed
from Yadso to the Patts Jokki (holy
river), thence across the Lake of Enata
(the largest of the Lapland lakes) to the
river Ivallo, which we were to ascend ;
then, crossing the mountains forming
the water-shed, follow down the river
Eitinin to the Gulf of Bothnia, thus
parsing through Norwegian, Russian,
and Finnish Lapland. Everything
being in readiness for departure, we
left Yadso. Our outfit consisted of in-
struments, furs, and preserved fruits,
meats, vegetables, with . several cases of
liquoro and wines, as well as boxes of
ammunition and guns— for the country
through which we were to pass abound
ed in game. I had sent to the south with
the ship all the material we had previ
ously gathered. Leaving the island we
crossed the bay and entered the mouth
of the Patts Yokki. We had before us
a broad, majestic stream, which ’ is the
outlet of Lake Enara, its length scarce
fifty miles, but in that short distance it
has* faU of 400 or 600 feet In fact,
it seems lo be but a chain or shooesBion
of larger and smaller lakes, connected
by waterfalls and rapids, there being no
less than eight of the former, and twen-
ty-seven of the latter. These present
almost insurmountable difficulties for
navigation, and sometimes portages of
a mile or more in length would have to
be made, in which we were compelled
to drag our boats over felled trees, or
clear a way through the brush. At
other times we had to pole up the rap-
ids, so that our progress was slow, and
the men, discouraged by the hard work,
were only prevented from deserting us
by the promise of additional pay and
presents if they would .hold out to the
end of the journey. Starting at early
dawn, we journeyed through the day,
making our meals at the portages, which
were without number. Scarcely would
wo pass one waterfall before we would
hear the roar of the second, audit
seemed that we never should succeed in
ascending tbe river. At night we se-
lected a suitable camping-place, spread-
ing our furs on the dry ground before
a large fire. The nights were intensely
cold, the thermometer falling below
freesring point ; in fact, this entire re-
gion is, according to the latest meteoro-
logical observation, the European cen-
ter of cold. We had ample opportuni-
ties for seeing the wonderful play of the
aurora boreaUs flashing brilliantly over
the heavens.
On one occasion we had a curious ad-
venture. While crossing a lacustrine
part of the river called Kjoalme jaure,
m the early part of the night we were
suddenly surrounded by swarms of lem-
ming (Myodes torquatus), an animal like
the mountain rat. They swam round
the boat and attempted to clamber into
it, so that it was with the greatest diffi-
culty we could keep the fierce little
creatures from boarding us by beating
about with the oars, at which they would
set up sharp, shrill screams similar to
those of the muskrat. After some time
we succeeded in passing them. These
little animals come unexpectedly down
from the mountains— no one knowing
exactly whence— and appear in millions,
swarming over the whole country, eat-
ing up almost everything that comes in
their way. Neither rivers nor lakes
seem to deter them, both of which they
swim with ease, usually keeping on their
Four Months for a Dollar i
Sr. Nicholas for Janaary, with ita cheery
greeting on the cover, ita exqtiaiiely beautiful
frontispiece, the wonderful variety in lie pages,
and Ha | ’ J y-| c
nm rou m mw viaa,
will charm everybody, both old and young.
Among the more notable papers will bo
founds "Letter to a Young Naturalist, ” by
William Howitt, the poet, and " The Stars for
January,” by Prof. Proctor, the astronomer.
ST, KICHOLAS FOB JANUABI
will also contain a paper by Horace B. Sood-
der; ‘‘Great Grandfather’d Hooka and Pict-
ures,” with fac- simile reproductions from the
"New England Primer” and Webster's old
"Spelling-Book." Budge'eViaittotheGen-
teQnial,,' by the author of “Helen's Babiee,”
and “The Modem and Media val Ballad of
Mary Jane,” with eilbouette drawings by Hop-
kins, will be found amusing and entertaining.
Besides
•‘HIS OWH MASTBB,”
by Trowbridge, there are shorter Stories and
Poema, Rhyme* and Nonsense Versee, Histor-
ical Sketches, a Fairy Tale, domical Pictures,
Pages for Very Little Folks, etc., etc. In
short, this is the New Ykab’s Ndmbkb of that
magazine of which “The London Daily News”
said, “ We xoiihux could point to it* equal in
our own Periodical Literature.'*
Send one dollar for a trial aubeoription, be-
ginning with the November number, and in-
cluding the splendid Christmas Holiday num-
ber, with William Cullen Bryant’s "Boys of
My Boyhood,” and the New Year s number,
with William Howitt’s "Letter to a Young
Naturalist;” and the February number, which
will have
"A TALK WITH AHKBICAH BOYS,”
by Tox Hcoires. that earnest, honest, strong-
hearted Englishman, who is known all over
thewoildaa “the friend of the school-boy.”
Subscriptions received by all booksellers.
Sold by all newsdealers. 13.00 a year, 25
cents a number.
BcaiBHXB A Co., 743 Broadway, New York.
Chapped hands, face, pimples, ring-
worm, Baltrheum, and other cutaneous affec-
tions cured, and rough skin made soft and
many imitations
made with common tar, all of which arc worth-
less. _
If your horse is lame, sore or galled,
you should use Johnson's Anodyne Liniment*;
wash the part with castilesoap and warm water,
rub dry with a clean cloth, then apply the Lin-
imont; rub in well with the band.
Everything about Sanford’s Radical
Cure for catarrh invites confidence. It Is the
proscription of one of our ablest physicians,
destructive path until reaching the open | au(* ̂  ProPar°d by one of the largest and most
Boa, which they vainly attempt to cross, 1 reU*hl6 ho,WM in th“ tTn‘l'“1
never swerving from the direction once
taken until they sink exhausted beneath
the waves. Thus perish countless num-
bers. They commit great ravages, and
are as dreaded in the north as the locusts
ore in Egypt. Years, however, elapse
between their reappearance, or until
they suddenly descend from their
rocky retreats. The Lapps tell us that
they rain from the sky, many of them
stating that they have actually seen
them fall.
Upon reaching the newly discovered
gold mines of Kultala, we secured por-
ters and immediately prepared for our
journey over the mountains. As to the
difficulties to be encountered, in contra-
diction of all that may have been' said or
written, there is scarcely more of dan-
ger to beset the mariner m these polar
seas thanis common to all who “ plow the
changeful deep. Nor should imaginary
fears make us unreasonable, or difficul-
ties weaken our purpose. The extreme
healthiness of the;Arctic regions is a fact
well established, and it has been ob-
served that persons suffering from pul-
monary or bronchial affections were
exempt from them while in those lati-
tudes. Official statistics have shown
that, of almost all seaa visited by Gov-
ernment vessels, the polar waters have
been the healthiest.
Have tht, readers of this paper ever
used any of Parsons' Purgative Pills ? If not,
whvnot? They are the beat family physic,
besides being the greatest anti-bilious remedy
there is in this country.
See advertisement in another column
headed "Down with Hinh Prices."
_A Valuable Gift.— By an arrangement with thn
Puhlmher. era will aend oTerr reader of thli paper a
•am ulu package of Transfer Picture free. Send .'I-cent
eump for postage. They are biahly colored, beautiful,
and easily transferred to any object, ao as to Imitate tbe
most beautiful
J. L. PA1
iful painting. AgenU wanted.
TTE5 A 00., 164 William Street, New York.
The Boston Daily Advertiser men-
tions “ an organ specially constructed by
the Mason & Hamlin Organ Company
for the celebrated Dr. Franz Liszt is now
on exhibition at iheir warerooms. The
instrument is to be used in the Liszt
concerts in Europe. It is constructed
in many respects on an entirely new
principle, and is in all respects a truly
wonderful instrument. Its quality of
tone and power are simply surprising.”
It is certainly a great compliment to
these American makers that the great
European musicians send for their
organs.
English aristocracy is snocked at the
career of Viscount Maidstone, now only
24 years old, and heir to several valuable
titles, who, having gone through his
property and into bankruptcy, has en-
listed in a cavalry regiment.
At our request, Oragm & Uo., Philadel-
phia, Pa., have promised to send any of
our readers gratis (on reoeipt of 15 cents
to pay postage) a sample of Dobbin’s
Electric soap. Try it. Send at once.
A Universal Remedy.
"Bbown’s Bbonchial Tbochks” for Coughs,
Colds and Bronchial Affections stand fimt in
public favor and confidence ; this result baa
been acquired by a test of many years.
Thebe can be no mistake about it,
“ Matchless " plug tobacco takes the lead. Old
fine-cut cho were say it gives better satisfaction
and is cheaper than fine cut. You cannot bo
I10.?0?6?. np0D’ “ ping has the words,
“ Matchless P. T. Co." on a wooden tag. Try
it once and you will always chew it Manu-
factnred by the Pioneer Tobacco Company,
New York. _ _
Since out last issue we have heard of
several persons who have used Daring’s Rheu-
matic Remedy for rheumatism ; and all nro-
nonnoe it a success. It comes to oor maiket
highly recommended; and, as it is the only reli-
able remeiy now in nee. it will have a large
mie. It itf taken internally. Prioe, fl.00; ui\
bottles. $500. _ _
“ Health Corsets, and why not?
Hasn’t there been evil enough yet from the old
style of •-•onset ?" Dr. Warner's Health Corset
is approved by all physicians. Price by mail
$1.75. Warner Bros., 763 Broadway, N. Y.
CHICAGO SCALE CO.,
OH und 70 W. MonrOe Street, Chicago, 111.
4-Ton Hay Scales, 900; old price, $160.
All otberalMcata gnat reaction. All SciIm *ear-
ranitd. Fall putioahui upon application.
$3.00 FOR $1.00.
RmCflOO I EDGER
All the great weekly newspaper* of the
size and character ol THE CHICAGO
LEDGER charge 93.00 per year, while
THE LEDGER costs but 91.00.
The Ledokb la the BEST Family Paper in the United
States, ably edited, handsomely printed; containing
•rery week choice completed stories, an Installment of
an Interesting illustrated serial, and general reading for
old and yonng. for the fanner, for the honaewife, and for
all claaaea. Special care ia taken to make Ita tone uni-
formly chaste and moral Send $1. and 1£ cents for




as disabled while la the service of tbe United
tales, br rsaaea of wofmds, eceideaul Injar.
- hernia, or rupture (ao matter how slight),
•f oye-sIfSt, diseased eyes, dlseaso of tbo
or Start, rheumatism, lots of bearing,
flat of tbe lege, piles, railing back of
•om, or ebroalo diarrhoea. Even tbe lose
fa Dp jer or toe, la may way, by aocldsal or
“•wwlit, or any other injury or disease, eoU-
S a. Idler to a pension. Pension and boon-
proeured where discharge papers are lost.
nii'E plm TO !u!i,«8£
"l who were diae barged by reason of
from 10 to lb years slnoo many received their
reds, or the disease for which they were. , . „ _ — manner the disability has increased from
what It was at first. Trevlous to March 8, 187S, Invalid peoilon-
era eould not draw more than (8 per month, no matter hew badlv
disabled. Mow 818 may be divided between |3 and 818: for in-
valid pensioners after the 8*. Pension U rated at 810. 8U,
814, SIS and 818. Where the pratloner can't labor, 834. Under
tbe old law 81 was given for 0n|«r or thumb, now It is 84 to 85
per month. So apply at once and get no Increase. No charge
for advice, and novas until claims are paid . Thousand* are yet
entitled to pension* and bounty, and don't know Ik OIBClj-
LARS FREB. ••BOLDIBBS’ REVIEW," an daht page
paper onpenslona and bounties for IS cents per year. DpecWn
copy FREE: send tddresa ea "postal." Head IS cent* and
get a book with all pendm trinty and land laws. It show* what
crery toldler and his heirs an eatiUcd to; it contains all act* of
DR. WARNER’S HEALTH CORSET.
With Skirt Supporter and
Self-Adjusting Pads.
Secures IIralth and Conpontof
Body, with Gback and Brautt of
Form. Three Garments In one.
Approved by all i byslciats.
agents wanted.
Sara plea by mall, In Contll, 82 ;
Sauce n, II 75. To Agents at
25 cental cw. Order size two
inches smaller than watit mea-
• sure over the dreaa.










vigor to the growth
acomplisbeamere




















'as it contains no injurious qc .liilea.




The great radical improvement introduced In this ar-
ticle haa induced os to take the agency and advertise Ita
virtue* to the world. Ita effects asaRaatorative are what
has been long sought for and wanted for many years, b*
ing more d»clde<rira- m — ^ and aatiafactory




It, “ Wood's. Itn- _ _
let any nntvinci- 








* When yon call for
teiI.Fr
| baa a Restorative
Rood, or some-
naiat upon haring “ Wood’ilra proved," and#take
no other, for yonr money! It will not be long before all
dealers everywhere will have It, „ If you should fail to•i-0# few a bottle, or
#5.00 for six bottles, snd we will send it to you, prepaid,
to any Express Station desired.
Aadress C. A. COOK At CO., Chicago, the
generally.
The Enemy of Disease, the Foe oi
Fain to Man and Beast,





7 Bound In Clatn, wftn Illnacratlans, 199
' k P.n*e*7 3® Ay p*ll. Address tm 714


















Send Postal Card for Illustrated Price List, Ac.
Willcox & Gibbs S. M. Co.,
(Cor. Bond St.) 658 Broadway, New York.




Beecher’s Mermans Every Week.
Abbott’s M. M. i/e* sons Every Week.
^ „ Merlal Htory by.H. E. Hale.
All the Beet ContrUmtom in the' Country.
93.00
month* on
tor aamsla copy. Add
liahar, 27 Park Place, N
A LUCRATIVE BUSINESS.
«*• WE WANT 500 MORE FIR8T-CLA88
SEWING MACHINE AGENTS, AND 500
MENOFENERQV AND AB1LITYTO LEARN
THE BUSINESS OF SELLING 8RWINC MA-
CHINES. COMPENSATION LIBERAL, BUT
VARYING ACCORDING TO ABILITY, CHAR
ACTER AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE
AGENT. FOR PARTICULARS, ADDRESS
Willi Mini Mine Co,, dcaio,
£27 k 823 BSOADWAT, Hit York, V St* Orlmi La.
ihouur ba plaa*«4 to havath* address h^r of wery untmployed peraou, L*dy or (Jeoil.man, I
r.prrltlly thalorexperleucttlAfftDU tud Ciuvu.er*. I
will oo*t but oaa can to place yourrelvas In oommu- 1
JW cation with ui, and tbe mutatl Mueflu that may b* m
^derived from It, are not to. be eitlmeted In dollar* and M
M cent*, alone. We furnlib more lucrative employment ̂ B
m to Individual* •ottered throughout the Union than
anyotber boue In Amerio. Don't delay, bat lavesti-
I gate thi* at onoe by addreeilog| THE ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY,
U2 EaitUonroasL, Chkaga. ,
_____ BE
Drainage, FtatilUera, Rotation of Crop#, and Fans
Stock. Incladoa a moat valnable and practical treatise
on Hoase-bnilding, snd Book of Legal Forma snd Laws









$55 S $77 t’o-vate:
AGENTS I.,5.S8'5?orrfySSf81£S.*ft
$5 to $20
960 a weak to Agents. Naw Inventions, etc. Cat*
togne and samples free. Matehall* Oo., Lock port, H.Y.
DOUBLE INDEX. •yVAU AJIbaVA/,
TELEGRAPH SSH
$80
$350 Sth.-^ Agents went ad. Mbsrtsrtt-arUclastn the world. One sample free.JAY BRONSON. DetoeM.Mleb
WAwgp^^-s
8EHD^SIi!Kil84ft«ifBlSliS®S
$ 1 A C $ O E 5-d*y W|p* m*J* hy Air'nU **1 lln< ,,ur
u) III ” (DEO Crayon, Picture and Chr.-nio Card*. r'’i m
 r —  « n^pl**. worth Aft. rent n .tiwlil fur 85*. lilnurv.
Un Catalog** free. J. IL BITKORU1 BSONS. BOSTON,MASS.
If niFOT ^ Key Check
DIUDlijI OnUlto CaUlogua and aarapla* FRRR,
S.KSpencar.M? Wash. St, Boa top. Mass.
OPIUM




Made by one Agent lit :>7 days. 1.1 new
urtlclcH, Hutn|dcH tree. Address,
€. 31. LIMNLITON, < lilenffti.
FARMERS or Ihalr aona wan^d thla fkll and|Wlnlrr, ( 1 or 2 1 n cudi Co. ) to mO
. .. , , ^ , Hew ataplo article* ol rrel merit
to the farmer* In their own conntie*. Biulnr** plrerent, pap.
flu good. Fartlcslar* frac. J. Worth, Bt. lXul«, Mo.
&8100. REWARD. $100.Tm* MOUBTACHK produced on a isiooth faceby Um a** of Dvaa1* Bbabb f.uaia withoutInjury , or will forfoll 8100. Price by null laseated paekagt 3b oeau, for three 60 oeata.A. L BMlTli g 00„ Ag'ta, Palatine, Id.
ANY PKRSON of ordinary IntelllBnnoocan earnaUf-
log bv oan vaaalng for Ths Illnatratod wsskly. KftpsrisSMW
is not neoeasary— the only requlsltos being, as all soo-
cbm f ul bualnoa*, Induatry A energy . Send for particoUre.
Addrass Chas. CIocm « Co., 14 Warrm jr. f
& will force the beard to grow thick and heavyon the imootbnt foce (without injury) Is Udays In every casa, or money cheerfully re-fAur^ fcr
TO BB GIVEN AWAY IN THI
next 0 months by ths publishers
...... 01 U* ST. LOUIS WRKKLY>IVUW JOURNAL! For full Information,
write 1MKK n iatklt to WOLCOTT 4 HUNK OOl
Pubushrbs, Bt. Louis. Mo.
ETOURown Lkxkms in oil oglors, to show oar week,
X painted on eanvM, INxfN, from a photograph or tin
free with tbe Home Jonroal
cture and paper 6 months for
0.60 in a day Atldreaa L T. L
TRUTH IS MIGHTY!
red Ma tk* Um m* Oh. Mw. m
essi-ife
Bleetrlclty la Llfd.
Fuolls Belt, neat in the world)
Cures Dlwsse when all other
remedies fall. Testimonials'
Vand circulars aent free on ap-
plication, to 1*. .1. WIIlThr





Thu v... by late Chief Special Agtnt Wood-
wvd. I lluitr.tejf Ircular, wet free. „
UUSTINj OILMAN A wTjf.TfoM^
P*0. PEP^hicHo^iji,1
C^OFFia^ ̂ ^
It sella faster than any other book. One Agent cold M
copie# in one day. Tola la tbe only authentic and eom-
plete history published. Bend for onr e-tra terms to
Agents. NATIONAL PUBLISHING O0.,0hica«o,lll
PSS*WL„
1>r. 1uti»'Di»prna>.y bo. ITN. 8th It, 8t. Lonia. M
— jhlst on BpecU
Dt*ea*ea, Canco
HUE on rccelj
AGENTS*1"” New BOOK, GREAT
THE FARMER
Ths Grand Chrome of tit* Centennial Ground*
and Building* Free to Each Subscriber.
A large elaht-pof e Weekly, thoroughly practi-
cal Agricultural and ramlly Journal. Its practical
feature* have given It a wonderful popularity in the
West Splendid Premiums offered, on a new plan •i of He
own. very popular and acceptable. Agents wanted.
N D I lie H f in dl on a p o 1U, led.
C. N. U. No. 59
yfHKB WRmNG J^ADVKRrlSKRaua mW l""1IIBir
MERIDEN CUTLERY CO.
Received the HIGHEST CENTENNIAL PRIZE.
(
Zn "PatA ff iron” Ramdli Table Knra.
BIANUF • CTUBB ALL K'NDS OF TABLE CUTLERY.
JURY CUh«4 Chambers ltH
pi' J- i i, —
S3 r-rr.- si.'. _li.j
[ unicial. ]
Common Connell.
Monday December 25, 1870.
The Council met pursuant to a call from
Uio Mayor.
Present: Mayor Van Landegend, Aid.
Ranter*, Mlnderhout, Urey man, Dykema,
Hchmid and the clerk.
By Aid. Hunters,
Ruolwd, That the reading of the min-
utes be dispensed with and that the regular
order of business be set aside.— Carried.
The following communication was pre-
sented by the City Attorney.
To the Hon. the Mayor and Common Connell of the
City of Holland:
Gentlemkn:— I have the honor to trans-
mit herewith my resignation as city RUor-
uey of your city, to take effect December
31st, 1876. This step is necessary for the
reason of my change ol residence, having
been called upon to discharge the duties
of Prosecuting Attorney by the voice of
the people of Ottawa County, I must In
order to do so remove to Grand Haven.
Allow me gentlemen at this time to express
to you my thanks for your many kind
acts and personal co-operations in our mu-
tual interests, which has marked your
bearing towards ire since I have been as-
sociated with you ns your attorney; Be-
lieve me, I shall ever carry with me your
many favors ns a leaf in memory's bright
nage, and 1 desire to extend to you mv
kindest feelings of obligation and regard.
Knowing this night severs our intercourse
and that relation which has been to me so
pleasant and so profitable, the knowledge
of which touches me with a feeling of sad-
ness and regret and can only hope, while
my wish is that the new field of profess-
ional labor may have some of the happy
scenes in the future lor me that cluster
around those now closing, hoping that no
act of mine may ever mar the memory of
past life and experience as counsel and
attorney, I have the honor to submit my-
self. Your Obedient. Servant, i, Gkohgk vv. McBride.
On motion the Council took *a recess.
After recess the following resolutions
were presented and unanimously adopted:
Itoolved, That the resignation ot George
W. McBride, us city attorney of the City
of Holland, this day tendered to us. be
and the same is hereby accepted, and that
the best wishes of the members of this
body accompany him to his new field of
labor;, that in severing this official con-
nection we feel happy it is through that
agency which under our cherished system
of government promotes the citizen from
one field :>f labor to the other as the people
in theirjudgment may derect,nnd that under
such circumstances we cheerfully submit
to this popular vepiict, complimenting our
citizens upon the effort made on their part
towards establishing this happy result.
limited, That to the sheriff elect of this
county, .loos Verplanke, late city-marshal,
we also otter our hearty congratulations
upon this occasion, accompanied with the
simple remark, in testimony of his faith-
ful services as a public officer, that we
trust his luture career iu his new capacity
may be as satisfactory to the citizens of
the county as it has been to the people of
tli is city, among whom he has lived from
boyhood.
Council adjourned.
John A. Roost, City Clerk.
* A Story of Dungeon Life.
There was liviug iu Paris, in 1871, a
Polish ladv, the Countess of K. She
wore a very singular brooch. Its ground
of blue enamel was circled by twenty
precious stones, and, was covered in the
centre by glass and what do you suppose
this brooch contained ? Not a jxirtrait, nor
a lock of hair, but four common pins,
bent together in the form of a star. She
wore these because they were the compan-
ions of her husband during a long impris-
onment. Years ago he was supposed to
lie a secret enemy of the Russian Gov-
ernment, and was put in a dark dungeon
far under the ground. He had no one to
speak to, for no one was allowed to see
him except the keeper of the prison, and
he was not permitted to talk with his
prisoner. He had nothing to do. Days,
weeks, months passed on, and he was still
in his dungeon. He was never brought to
trial, and. poor man. he was most miser-
able. He thought he should lose his
senses, and in truth his reason did begin
to give way. Feeling all over bis coat
one day, he found four pins, and he actu-
ally wept for joy; yet what could they be
to him? He took them from his coat and
threw them on the floor of Ids dungeon,
tin i then he went down on his hands and
knees, and felt all over the flocr till he
found them. When he had succeeded iu
finding them, he scattered them on the
floor again; and could you have gone into
his dungeon, you would have found him
groping for his four pins. When, after
six years’ imprison mem, his cell was
opened to set him free, they found him on
his hands and knees in the dark, feeling
about the floor for his four pins. It was
all his work, nor would he leave hfc pris-
on without taking his pins with him.
They were his best friends, because they
)md given him something to do in his sol-
itude and confinement, and his wife bad
H»em made into a brooch, which she val-
ued more than gold. They had preserved
her husband's reason.— iSgfcetaf.
Tim interior of China along the course
of the Yang-tse-Hiang is a laud full of
wonders. I one place piscicultural nur-
series lice the banks for nearly fifty miles.
All sorts of inventions, the cotton gin in-
cluded, claimed by Europeans aud Ameri-
cans, are to be found their forty centuries
old. Plants, yielding drugs of great value,
without number, the familiar tobacco and
potato, maize, white and yellow corn, and
other stalks believed to be indigeneous to




No. 76, Eighth St.
— — 0 -- r-
• The undersigned have opened a Meat Market in
Slultere’ StorMfeodoonKaator L. T. Kant€n',
Book Store, where they will keep constantly on
band a choice anortment or fresh and salted neats
Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and every thfng else kelongiogto there line of
business. By promptness and fair dealing we will
endeavor to establish ourselves and Invoke the
well wishes of the community at large.
Come and Give us a Trial.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25, 1870.
J. Van den Bkro,
Peter Braam.
Drs. ANNIS&BROEK,
No. 86, Eighth Street.
0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
DEALERS IN
Drags, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
and Fancy Articles.
Prescription!* carefully prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Our stock is all flrst-claes, and
we offer It to the public cheap for cash.
We Invite onr friends and the public generally to
givtf us a share of their patronage.
T. E. AlOlS, M. D.
A. BROKE. M. D.
I. P. TEIBOUT,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
Has removed his business to
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
79 Monroe Street.
Will be pleated to see all his old friends and cus-
tomers that require anything in the clothing line.
We make, cat and trim to order anything In our
line according to the latest styles, and for the low-
est possible prices.
Repairing Neatly Done,
GIVE US A TRIAL




A Family Knitting Machine!
Now attracting universal attention by its aston-
ishing performances and Us great practical value
(br every day family use. It knits every possible
variety of plain.or fancy work
With almost Magical speed,
and gives perfect shape and finish to all garments.
It will bit a pair ef looki In flftan minutei ! Every
machine WARRANTED perfect, and to do ju*t
what i« I'fpraented. A complete instruction book
accompanies each machine.
No. 1 Family Machine, 1 cylinder, 72 needles, *30.
No. 3 “ “ 2 ** 72 & 100“ $40.
A tamnU machine will be sent to any part of the
United btates or Canada, (where we have no ager n,
expree* chargee pre-itaid. on receipt of the price
Agents wanted In every State, County, City and
Town, to whom very liberal discounts will be
made.
Address, Bickford Knitting Machine Mfg. Co.
fi.HMy Sole Manufacturers, Brattlehoro, Vt.
IPEOIPLE’S
Dry-Goods Store.
No. 18 Monroe Street
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
This bouse is just opening a full line of
Dry-Goods,
And are without exception the cheapest lot ever
offered for sale in the West.
One trial will satisfy the
most Skeptical.




In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Mott Approved Pattern*;
And we are confident we can aatUfy all whe
want
Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done. -r~
WE HAVE A STEAM
Dire KILIsT
AND TUE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything in onr line, manufactured on abort
notiee.
H. W. VERBEEK & Co.
BOOTS & SHOES V you wish to sec a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade, go
and call at the store of
DUURSEMA& KOFFERS.
E. HEROLD,






Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland, Jan. 1, 1876;
J. 0. DOESBURG,
hd m nw




Are aold as cheap at thii* Drug Store as at any






All the leading Patent Medicines In the market.
A lull Stock of the very beet Perfumery sold in
bottle or by measure.
J. O. DOESBURG.
Holland, Mich., July 29, 1876.
Meat Market,
^ Jacob Kuite.
I will pay the highest market
prices for all meats.
The Highest market prices
paid for Hides.
I will sell cheaper than any
one in this City




From and after this date, I
intend to devote to thi* lineoi
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham ̂ and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
G. J. VAARWERK.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
BOTTOM PRICES




BOTTOM PRICES2w B. P. HIGGINS
msoosi BOW LOST, BOW RESTORES !
Jut>t nubllthed, a new edition of
Culrenrell’l Celebrated Ehhbv on the radical enre (without medicine)
-Mtmmmm of Spcrmatorraa or Seminal Weak
necs. Involuntary Seminal Lotaea, Impotcncy,
Mental and Phyalcal Incapacity. Impedimenta in
Marriage, etc.; ulao. Couaumptlon. Bpilepay and
fita, Induced by self-indulgence or sexual extra-
vagance, Ac.
l£T Price, In a scaled envelope, only six cents.
The cclaJfrated author, in thl^ admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years’ success-
ful practice, that the alarming consequences of
scir-abusf may be radically cured without the dan-
gerous use of in'emal medicine or the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
pimple, certain, aud effectual, hy means of which
every sufferer, no matter what hls condition mav
he. may cure himself cheaply, privately, and rwti
colly.
0P This Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, toanv ad-
dress, po»t-])aid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
F. Brugman & Son.
41 Ann St , New Tork; Post Office Box. 4686.
Nathan Kenyon, Banker
HOLLAND, MICH.,
’ Does a general Banking, Exchange, and Col-
lection business. Collections made on all points
Inthe United Statesand Europe. Partlcnlnratten
tion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers.
Remittances made on day of payment. All busi-
ness entrusted to me shall have prompt atten-
tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe
soils' my office.
U& t  N. KENYON.
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city, Near church
and school house, at ft bargain, 80 acres
of this land Is partially Improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land In the Town-
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of42-tf M. D. HOWARD.
DEALERS IN
Dry Goods, Notions and Trimmings,
Furnishing Goods, Hats & Caps,
Clothing,-- Groceries,
Crockery, ' * Flour & Feed,
Stoneware, Provisions, etc
RIVER STREET. UOLLAlsrr), mioh.
We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for- themselves. , Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
W A IT TIE ID.
Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
ROBEETS.HILL,
Having established himpe’f In Holland, Mich.,
as a machinist, hereby Informs the public that he
is prepared to do all kinds of
Saw-Mill Work,
Steam Machinery,
Iron and Brass Castings
BOILER JVORK DONE.
Patent Boss-Saw Guide.
Patenlrd Sept. 6lh, 1870.
Saw-gumming Done at Short
Notice.
ROBERT S. HILL.
Holland. Sept. 11, 1870.
J.PLIEMAN,
MANUFACTURER OF
Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.
SLEIGHS TRUCKS etc.
Also sole Ageut for the
Ull
SOUTH BENT), INI)
This wagon is the best wagon In use in this State,
and the only slope-spoked wagon munufac
lured. It is a better wagon than the J«ck-
son Wagon, and I will sell them Just an
cheap, and give a written wanaqty
for one year. Wagons of my




General Blacksmithing done with ncatnot
aud dispatch.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality.
J. FLIEMAN.
Holland. September 1, 1875.
by every agent every
sfness wi
Can’t be made
^\/\/\/ month 'n Ihe business c furnish, butw  those willing to work can easily cam a
dozen dollars a day right In their own localities.
Have no room to explain here. Business pleasant
and honorable. Women, ami boys and girls do as
well as men. We will furnish yon a complete Out-
fit free. The business pays better than anythinn
else. We will bear expense of starting you. Par-
ticulars free. Write and see. Farmers and me-
chanics, their sons and daughters, and all classes
in need of paying work at home, should write to ns
and learn all about the work at once. Now is the
time. Don’t delay. Address Tbcb & Co., Augus-
ta, Maine. &-17
Ti THE WOBEINQ CLASS.— We are now prepared
to furnish all classes with coustant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
moments. Business new light and profitable.
Persons of either sex easily earn fiom 50 cents to
$5 per evening, and a proportional sum by devot-
ing their whole time to the business. Bovs and
girls earn nearly as much as men. That all who
see this notice may send their address, and test the
business we make this unparalleled offer: To such
as are not well satisfied we will sertd one dollar to
pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars,
samples worth several dollars to commence work
on. and a copy of Home and Fireside, one of the
largest and best Illustrated Publications, all sent
frer by mail. Reader, ff you want permanent,
profitable work, address, li lotto i Stinson A Co.,5-17 Portland. Maine.
CITY HOTEL,
HOLLAZSTD, MICH.
The Proprietor announces to the Pubic that no
Hi * uSp.arC(1 hy b,ra ,0 makc t,li“ Uouborinat-LLAao in every respect.
The Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and
elegant furniture.
Office on First Floor.
For the conveoience of Commercial
Agents a large and well lighted sample
room has been fitted up on the
ground floor. Livery connect- «
ed with the Hotel.
J. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
MEAT MARKET
- I3ST THE —
FIRST WARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public that
they have llnishedtheir new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing Utey feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.




Holland, July 14, 1876.
BOOTS & SHOES !
I have on hand a large stock of
Boots and Shoes
Of the neatest styles and best qualities whlck
I offer at greatly reduced prices.
J. O. Bakker
Will be on hand to wait on his friends and cus
tomers and
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
D. B. K. VAN RAALTE.
F0RSALE.
A 3 Aero Frnit Farm containing some 300 bearing
grape vines, 100 Currant bushes; Straw berrieK;
Peare, - -iNi ro, Apple, Quince. Chestnnt, Mulberry, Apprl-
cot. Cherry and Peach trees In bearing.




1875. FALL AND WINTER. 1876.
M5Hinery, Toys and Fancy Goods.
, And a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,
Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks, and
Cloaking, Fall and Winter Shawls,
and all kinds of Gloves.
A lull supply of fall and winter hats
all of the latest styles.
Elegant Dress Goods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.
Beautiful Furs, and Fur Cloak trimming, and a large variety
of Ornamental Feathers.
Call and Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.
I. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET HOIiliANE, MICH
